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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

There is an old adage which states that the road to hell is paved with good intentions. NEEEB has 

the stated aim of promoting inclusive economic growth based on equitable and sustainable 

redistribution of wealth and income. Ironically, the most probable outcome is that economic 

growth will decline, and inequality and poverty will increase. Most Namibians will be left 

significantly worse off as a direct result of this legislation.  

 

Essentially, NEEEB aims to socially engineer preferred and utopian outcomes on a grand, 

national scale. It does so by introducing vague and draconian legislation where virtually 

unfettered power and discretion rests in the hands of a yet unnamed Minister and 

Commissioner to set standards and criteria for private sector participation in the economy. It 

includes the power to withhold licenses, permits and authorisations for economic activities, 

irrespective of whether private entities do business with government or not. Penalties for non-

compliance include a fine not exceeding N$1 million or imprisonment not exceeding 50 years 

(or both) for fronting, which is broadly defined and includes any act which undermines the 

achievement of NEEEB’s objectives.  

 

NEEEB expressly and deliberately divides Namibians along racial lines. Its purported 

beneficiaries include all Namibians previously disadvantaged, irrespective of past, current or 

future socio-economic status. It excludes all white Namibian citizens, including females, and 

residents, irrespective of past, current or future socio-economic status.  

NEEEB applies to all entities, occupational categories and productive assets (none of whom are 

defined). Standards are not transparent or uniform and can change over time. There is no sunset 

clause and it can in theory and practise carry on indefinitely. Sector transformation charters can, 

at the sole discretion of the Minister, be imposed on all industries. There is no transparency or 

certainty as to what criteria will be applicable. Criteria can be changed at any time. There is no 

duty on the Minister to consult meaningfully on any criteria and/or sector transformation 

charters.  

 

All the aforementioned adds significant uncertainty and discourages much needed foreign, 

portfolio and domestic investment. No empirical evidence has been presented to support the 

purported positive effects on poverty and inequality, opportunity or “empowerment”. It is a 

symptom-level effort to address deep imbalances in the economy, many of which have been 

perpetuated during the three decades since independence through a defunct education system, 

misallocation of public funds and sub-optimal investment legislation. While not addressing the 

causes of a real problem, the legislation presents an opportunity for bad actors in government 

to execute a wholesale nationalisation of the private sector. Multiple examples exist of similar 

policies failing elsewhere, but these have conveniently been left out or ignored in favour of 

dogmatic, ideological arguments in favour of centralising power in the hands of a single Minister 

or delegated Commissioner.  
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NEEEB carries significant downside risk for all Namibians, but especially for the most vulnerable 

and disadvantaged Namibians. It sets the stage for substantive abuse of power, corruption, 

nepotism and government control. It actively discourages foreign and domestic investment, 

encourages capital outflows, and violates several key fundamental constitutional rights and 

international treaty obligations. It shall achieve sub optimal outcomes for the majority, while 

padding the pockets of a politically connected minority.  

 

It is EPRA’s submission that inequality and poverty can and should be reduced by sensible, pro-

growth, business friendly policies. Such policies should be based on sound economic and legal 

principles. NEEEB in its latest iteration (however well intended) is highly regressive and the very 

antithesis of such policies.  

 

NEEEB pays lip service to transformation and inclusive economic growth and will act as a special 

purpose vehicle’ to centralise excessive power in the hands of a select few. It’s systemic flaws 

cannot address the contributors of the socio-economic marginalisation of those who are most 

vulnerable and affected by poverty and unemployment.  

 

Government would be well advised to discard efforts to engineer outcomes through symptom 

level, punitive and anti-investor policy, and to rather focus, with support from private sector, on 

improving inputs, including sensible pro-growth legislation, improved access to quality 

education for all, access to housing for all and access to quality medical care for all. Government 

should focus on optimising the use of its exceptionally large revenue pool to allocate funds 

collected from the relatively wealthy, via the tax system, to the relatively needy, for the 

aforementioned basic necessities. It is only with such a pro-growth, pro-investment and pro-

equality of opportunity approach that Namibia will become a nation of shared prosperity and 

inclusiveness.   

 

No revision of NEEEB should be considered – the legislation should be discarded because of its 

systemic flaws that will decrease investment further and increase poverty, unemployment and 

inequality.   
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PART ONE – ECONOMIC and HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE 
 
1. Background 

 

1.1. Context: NEEEB and the Analysis Thereof 

 

For several years, Namibia has had a policy focus on attempting to bring about development, in 

part by addressing the country’s high levels of inequality and poverty. These objectives have 

been front and centre in most high-level policy documents since independence, including the 

country’s National Development Plans as well as the long-term Vision 2030.   

 

The objective of poverty reduction is broadly supported, and indeed, great strides have been 

made, largely through government transfers, to reduce poverty.  However, large swathes of the 

population, particularly the unemployed and subsistence farmers, remain vulnerable as 

witnessed during the 2017-2019 drought and their said vulnerability increased during Covid 19.  

 

Inequality is more complicated and while the issue has not been directly tackled by many, the 

objective of reduced inequality is broadly agreed upon; however, the means of achieving such, 

less so. Inequality is a complex and systemic concept that is interrelated and interdependent 

with poverty, unemployment and economic deprivation. In general, inequality is the inevitable 

outcome of individual choice, individual freedom and individual effort. However, while some 

inequality is inevitable, in Namibia the extreme inequality is the result of, at least in part, 

historical social engineering and mainly institutional flaws created since independence. Concern 

with regards to outcome level inequality of this nature is thus understandable, as are efforts to 

remedy injustices of the past and ensure that these do not persist into the future. However, 

while concern with regards to extreme degrees of inequality and its causes are valid, the 

proposed methods to address these issues are unlikely to be successful at best, and positively 

counter-productive at worst. Thus, the resistance associated with the proposed legislation has 

little to do with stated objectives, and more to do with the probabilities of success, vis-à-vis the 

collateral damage and unintended consequences of poorly constructed legislation.  

 

The core take away from this review should not be that the issues raised around NEEEB are 

invalid, but that the approach sought to address these is unconstitutional, bad-economics, 

unlikely to work (and increases inequality), likely to cause job losses, and likely to be abused by 

a minority who will become wealthy while the majority become poorer. In essence, the need to 

reduce inequality, poverty and to improve opportunity in no way means that NEEEF in this 

format (or indeed a NEEEB-type policy or document), is required, desirable or likely to be 

successful in obtaining those objectives.  

 

1.2. History 

 

Despite inequality featuring as a prominent target in many policy documents, efforts to reduce 

such have been met with little success. While the Gini coefficient (the common measure of 
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inequality) has improved slightly since independence (although expected to have reversed over 

the past five years as unemployment has spiked amongst lower income/skilled groups, 

particularly), inequality remains elevated in the country at amongst the highest levels in the 

world (second to seventh highest depending on the data set). Thus, it is fair to conclude that 

efforts to address inequality have, to date, not been hugely effective. It is further, pertinent to 

note the relationship between increases in inequality and formal sector job-losses, such as those 

witnessed from 2015 to 2020. 

 

This may well occasion a change of course, however, for such a change of course to be effective, 

detailed research would be required. An understanding would need to be gleaned as to the 

reasons that efforts have so far been met with little success, and to identify the contributors for 

the perpetuation of inequality. To date, no rigorous research to this end has been conducted, 

and thus, new policy is being made in an information vacuum, without evidence or 

understanding, thus hampering the probability of success once again. 

 

Nevertheless, pervasive inequality saw the introduction of the New Equitable Economic 

Empowerment Framework (NEEEF) and a subsequent bill, the National Equitable Economic 

Empowerment Bill (NEEEB) in 2016. The 2016 bill raised several concerns within the private 

sector and was heavily debated across the country at the time. After public consultations, a 

second draft was released later that year which did little to address the initial concerns. Further 

public outcry led to its withdrawal and promises of a more palatable iteration. However, no clear 

timelines were set and thus lead to increased investor uncertainty and investment outflow. 

 

1.3. High-level Concerns Aired to Date 

 

Five years after its first release, NEEEB is now in its fourth carnation, with a new draft from late 

2020 coming to light in early 2021. The bill has changed dramatically from the first draft of 2016, 

however little from the draft of early 2020, and it appears as if the extensive input given on the 

early-2020 draft has been ignored.  

 

Since its first version, most details have been dropped (including mandatory ownership and 

management control by “previously disadvantaged persons”), and rather place-holders have 

been provided, which will be filled in future by regulation.  

 

However, far from assuaging concerns, reducing uncertainty and being applicable only to 

entities dealing with government, the current draft is, if anything, wider reaching and certainly 

not limited to parties wishing to do business with the government. Thus, the current legislation 

is no less flawed than its predecessor.  

 

1.3.1. Desired vs Expected Outcomes 

 

While the broad objectives of the legislation, being reduced inequality, reduced poverty and 

improved opportunity are agreeable and shared by most, the outcomes of the legislation, as 
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elaborated upon in the rest of this document, will be the opposite. Far from creating a more 

equal or egalitarian society, it will deter investment, reduce jobs and reduce government 

revenue. Moreover, it presents vast opportunity for abuse, firstly, for the legalised enrichment 

of a politically connected minority and secondly, to enact draconian measures against those who 

dare question its merit, validity or successes.   

 

One may assume that the drafters and advisors on NEEEB have no intention to abuse the vast 

powers that the bill will bestow upon one or more ministers and a to-be-appointed 

Commissioner. However, the legislation sets a foundation for what could, through regulation, 

be used for a wholesale “business grab” or effective “capture” of the private sector.  

 

This creation of positions of vast power comes shortly after the recent “Fishrot” scandal that 

laid bare the fact that concentrated power without accountability attracts maleficence. While 

the fishing quota honey pot was appealing to bad actors, the honey pot presented by NEEEB is 

orders of magnitude larger. That the latter is not the intention, as the parties responsible for 

NEEEB will no doubt argue, is of little solace – it is once again a gun to the head of Namibian 

business with the promise that the trigger will not be pulled.  

 

1.3.2. Baseline 

 

One of the foremost challenges presented by NEEEB is that it appears that little empirical 

research has been done to derive the conclusion that a NEEEF/B type policy will solve the stated 

problems. Moreover, both the objectives (“empowerment”) and the method of achieving such 

(legislation) are fuzzy and poorly defined, meaning that method and objective/target are 

unclear. Further, there is no baseline with regards to business ownership, management make-

up and similar, meaning that no starting point is known or defined, making target setting 

impossible.  

 

In addition to the broad considerations above, little thought seems to have been given to why 

initiatives and the focus given to the reduction in inequality has failed to date. Rather, there 

seems to be an implicit assumption that this is because a NEEEF/B type document has yet to be 

introduced. However, there seems to be little consideration to the fact that the lack of reduction 

in income inequality is positively correlated to the lack of income for many individuals or 

household (unemployment), which in turn is positively correlated to how business friendly the 

policy environment is. 

 

In addition, there is no research to show why so few post-independence business success stories 

exist, and why natural transformation of the economy has been so slow. Finally, and most 

importantly, there has been no research as to the various options available as to how to address 

these concerns. Thus, we are left with an inadequately researched piece of far-reaching 

legislation.  
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1.3.3. Targets 

 

The fact that NEEEB includes anyone who was previously disadvantaged (except white woman) 

irrespective of current status, sets an implicit and unattainable target. In essence, it precludes 

the possibility of ever graduating from “unempowered” to “empowered” as only one’s historical 

status matters, which status will never change.  

 

Similarly, NEEEB includes no provision for a sunset clause. This presents enormous scope for 

abuse. Indeed, it is not just likely, but inevitable, that the legislation will be used by the already 

well off, already empowered previously disadvantaged, for further personal enrichment at the 

expense of the majority. Given that those that are presently advantaged but historically 

disadvantaged will have an advantage (access to capital, skilled etc.) over those that are 

currently and historically disadvantaged, the inevitable outcome of this inability to graduate is 

that those currently disadvantaged will likely remain so, while those currently advantaged but 

previously disadvantaged, will be disproportional beneficiaries.   

 

As well as the lack of tangible targets, there is no mention of monitoring of (a) the intended 

outcomes, and (b) abuse and misuse. Further to this, the broad strokes of “empowerment” 

mean that many businesses could tick all the boxes, and yet have genuinely empowered no-one.  

 

2. Macroeconomic Backdrop 

 
2.1. Growth 
 

Over the past four years (pre-COVID-19) Namibian GDP growth fell from one of the higher rates 

in the world, to one of the lowest rates in the world. Thus, while much of the rest of the world 

was rapidly expanding, Namibia underwent a period of contraction and stagnation. In 2019, 

Namibia was the 16th slowest growing economy in the world.  

 

 
Source: Namibia Statistics Agency 
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2020 was a difficult year for much of the globe, due to COVID-19. However, those countries that 

entered the crisis off the back of strong growth are likely to have both weathered the storm best 

and recover fastest. Namibia will emerge from COVID slowly at best, and the outlook remains 

extremely fragile, and material GDP growth, as detailed above, is likely to remain elusive. 

 

There are only four components of GDP, and unless these are seeing net expansion on a 

weighted basis, the economy will not grow. These components are household consumption 

(approximately 70% of GDP), government spending (approximately 24% of GDP), net exports 

(approximately -6% of GDP, as we are net importers) and investment (the remainder). 

 

2.1.1. Households 

 

Even prior to COVID-19, the current high levels of household debt, formal sector job losses and 

low wage adjustments meant that households were not able to be driving growth. COVID-19 has 

added fuel to this fire, and households are in an increasingly vulnerable position, with little 

chance of driving growth over the next half decade.  

 

2.1.2. Public Finances  

 

With regards to government spending, Namibia has the third best-resourced government in the 

world relative to the size of our economy (third highest tax-to-GDP ratio in the world). However, 

despite these staggering resources, in normal years, government spends approximately 5% of 

GDP (generally around N$10 billion in 2020 value terms) a year more than the revenue collected, 

a highly unsustainable situation. This weak fiscal situation further deteriorated since COVID-19, 

with government having a deficit of close to N$18 billion in 2020/21 due to additional (COVID-

19 linked) expenditure, and lost revenue. Moreover, a collapse in SACU revenue in 2021/22 and 

2022/23 means that substantial budget deficits are expected for the following two years, 

totalling approximately N$18 billion again in 2021/22, and around N$15 billion in 2022/23. As a 

result, government will not be able to stimulate growth sustainably through more spending over 

the near term and will have to borrow at an unsustainable rate to maintain current spending 

levels.  

 

With regards to net exports, theoretically this could be improved either through reduced 

imports or increased exports. The former is currently happening because of weak household 

demand in the country, while the latter is highly dependent on fixed capital investment.  

 

Investment is without a doubt the silver bullet to Namibia’s current growth collapse. Without 

investment, we will not see a recovery in employment and household incomes, and thus will not 

see material recovery in government revenue (personal income tax, VAT and corporate taxes). 

Thus, government spending, household incomes and net-exports will most probably remain 

under pressure until we see investment recovery.   
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2.2. Investment 

 

During the previous few years, Namibia began to feel a withdrawal of investment. The most 

recent data shows this both in terms of gross fixed capital formation and net direct investment. 

This coincides notably with a dramatic shift in policy and legislation. For much of her 

independent history, Namibia has enjoyed a relatively free market which attracted investment, 

spurred growth, and played an important role in much of the progress made since 1990 – 

whether directly, such as through upliftment thanks to employment or corporate social 

responsibility; or indirectly, by providing the finances for government to do so (through tax 

revenue).  

 

However, over the past decade there has been a notable shift in policy and a clear ideological 

drift towards a more government-controlled economy, through general regulatory creep, and 

specific interventions. Examples of this are plentiful, including the introduction of more 

interventionist policy from government, as exemplified by the controversial Namibia Investment 

Promotion Act (NIPA) and different versions of NEEEB, as well as several other detrimental 

policies such as the sheep marketing scheme (which decimated the local industry), the 

Additional Conditions imposed on mineral exploration licences introduced in 2015 (which 

dramatically decreased exploration activity), and regulation 13 (previously 28) of the Pension 

Fund Act, which decreased the ability of professional capital allocators to generate optimum 

long-term returns for pension fund members. The amendment of the Marina Resources Act has 

‘legalised’ the allocation of quotas to Fischcor and the political connected that enabled Fishrot, 

without any significant changes neither to the most recent quotas nor the legislation. 

 

The ideological drift further left has coincided with a collapse in growth (pre COVID-19) and has 

caused Namibia to disconnect from the rest of the world from a growth perspective, going from 

one of the faster growing economies in the world, to one of the slowest. 
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Source: IMF 
 

The reaction to the increasingly investor-unfriendly and overly government-controlled policy 

environment, is self-evident. Gross fixed capital formation, which is a leading indicator, is at an 

all-time low as a percentage of GDP. This shows that investment, whether local or foreign, in 

productive, fixed capital has slowed notably. Investors simply do not feel secure in committing 

and would rather wait out the uncertainty or deploy their capital elsewhere. 

 
 

 
Source: Namibia Statistics Agency 
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balance of payments and maintain the currency peg with the rand. However, this has also 

changed in recent years.  

 

With the introduction of anti-business and investor policy and rhetoric, local capital has slowly 

started to leave the country, and little foreign capital has entered the country. Initially, Namibia 

avoided dramatic capital flight, and rather a lot of capital waited on the side-lines to observe 

what happened with policy, NEEEB in particular. However, from 2018 until now, a more material 

capital outflow has been observed. Given a globalised world, this presents a major risk to 

Namibia. A capital-unfriendly policy environment can cause material capital exodus from the 

country, resulting in more aggressive capital controls. Should this happen, it will see the final 

nail delivered to the coffin of investment into Namibia – money will simply not come into a 

country if it cannot leave again. 

 

 
Source: Bank of Namibia 
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Source: World Bank 
 
2.3. Employment 
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to processes and time required to attain licenses. This relative investor-unfriendliness means 

that the hurdle rate to make sustainable profit is higher than would otherwise be the case.  

 

It is critical to bear in mind that the objectives of politicians and the objectives of businesses are 

not similar, and while the one may compliment or contribute to the other, they remain 

inherently different. The core difference is that businesses must be profitable to survive, and 

thus their core decisions focus around how to make and sustain profit. In so doing, they often 

contribute to the objectives of politicians/governments (who do not have to be profitable), such 

as job creation, reductions in poverty or inequality, or GDP growth. However, this is not their 

core function. Where these macro-level objectives (e.g., inequality) are forced on entities that 

have micro-level objectives (e.g., profit), in many instances the micro-level objective is 

unattainable, making the macro-level objective unachievable. Profit is fundamental to an 

economy. Without profit, private capital, however large or small, and whatever its geographic 

origin, cannot be invested, as private businesses cannot survive. Without the survival of 

businesses, all that flows from business is lost: goods and services are not provided; employment 

is not created; tax revenues are not grown; public service provision is limited; and human 

development is retarded. In such a situation as described, people lose hope of a better future.  

 

Despite the critical nature of profit in the economy, NEEEB will put profit at risk for many 

businesses, particularly smaller businesses. The breadth of the legislation means that for all 

businesses operating in the country, the business managers, who must deal with endless 

complex decisions and considerations (on product, pricing, technology, marketing, employment, 

other input costs etc.), are materially restricted in their ability to make these decisions in an 

objective manner, in the best interest of the business. In many ways, government has control 

over their fate with undisclosed and highly uncertain/ever-changing regulations. In this regard, 

the legislation is so far-reaching and uncertain that for many, it will make investing in the country 

so risky that it is not worthwhile. One altercation with the wrong public official, one attempt to 

challenge the discretion of the accountable minster(s), questioning the benefits of the legislation 

in general, enormous penalties, costly legal fees and jail time could ensue. This is especially 

probable as NEEEB intends to allow standards to be specific, meaning that individual businesses 

(whether natural or juristic) can be targeted – a specific risk for businesses that are highly 

successful, a target that most businesses aspire to.  

 

All in all, the effect of NEEEB is to reduce the ability of businesses to make decisions ensuring 

their long-term survival, in favour of power to public officials who will apply political objectives 

to these entities (reducing their chance of long-term survival), or delay decisions and/or not take 

decisions at all (also reducing the chance of long-term survival). Where similar policies have been 

tried elsewhere in the world and closer to home (e.g., Venezuela and Zimbabwe) the outcomes 

were extensive business collapse, job losses and public finance collapse.  

 

Added to the above, the broad powers given to a single minister (or ministers) and lack of 

oversight or accountability in NEEEB are a direct erosion of private property rights, as they 

disempower asset owners (of all natures) from making decisions over the use of their assets. 
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Quite simply, private property rights are a fundamental condition for a functioning economic 

system. Without an absolute guarantee of property rights, extremely limited investment will 

take place in Namibia as investors, companies and individuals generally, do not keep assets in 

jurisdictions in which ownership of their assets are not directly and actively protected in law and 

practice. Further, by adding vast layers of bureaucracy (regulations that will follow from the 

legislation), forcing management and ownership structures that may well be sub-optimal for 

businesses and requiring large additional business expenditure (such as on compliance), to name 

but a few, the legislation will reduce the return on invested capital available to investors.  

 

3.2. Impact on Employment 

 

The nature of the size of these companies, and the number of people that they employ is 

undoubtedly a pyramid. There are a small number of large companies at the top (many of the 

listed companies, for example), followed by a larger number of mid-sized, followed by a larger 

number of small companies, and probably even more micro enterprises. Many of the large and 

medium companies are public, not “white owned” and/or have “previously disadvantaged” 

shareholders or institutions as shareholders. There are perhaps some exceptions, but that is to 

be expected – there are also non-demographically representative “previously disadvantaged” 

owned companies.  

 

It appears to be the next tier of companies that is of greatest concern – small companies. Indeed, 

there is a substantial number lot of small companies operating in Namibia, which account for a 

significant portion of paid employment. These companies stand to be negatively affected by not 

complying with the future regulations or which can afford the cost of compliance. NEEEB will 

add significant costs to all businesses, especially these small enterprises which are likely 

marginal given their size alone and on top of the impact of Covid 19 that cannot afford additional 

costs.  

 

Critical in all of this, however, is that Namibia does not have a shortage of employees – official 

unemployment was at 33.4% in 2018, with the youth (ages 15-24) facing the highest 

unemployment rate of 60.0%. Most of these unemployed persons, including the youth, would 

meet the criteria of ‘previously disadvantaged Namibians’ or ‘empowerment beneficiary’ (as per 

the NEEEB).  

 

However, even those qualified with university diplomas and degrees and higher are struggling 

to find work in the country, with 23.8% of these educated Namibians being unemployed in 2018 

(compared to 7.8% in 2014). Unemployment amongst postgraduates increased from 0.9% in 

2014 to 9.5% in 2018.  

 

While no comprehensive data is yet available from the COVID-19 period, anecdotal evidence 

and logic suggest that material (tens of thousands) of jobs were lost during the period of March 

2020 – March 2021. While some of these will be recovered in the post-COVID period, many will 

not. Due to the impact of Covid 19 on supply chains, e.g., delays, disruptions and longer supply 
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chains, it is not business as usual anymore (on which the impact of NEEEB has previous been 

based and no recent data are available as earlier stated). 

 

The inability to find work, largely contributed to by the uncertain policy environment, 

perpetuates the lack of transformation cited by government. Tellingly, NEEEB only refers to 

current socio-economic status.  Much like BBBEE in South Africa, NEEEB sets up ample 

opportunities for those who are politically connected or already incredibly wealthy to benefit. 

However, NEEEB does little to address those who have been left behind since independence 30 

years ago. The situation for these left behind is, similar to what happened during the previous 

administrative regime where workers in the informal economy (survival entrepreneurs, contract 

workers with very limited employable competencies) could not, and still find it extremely 

challenging to enter the formal economy (salaried and taxpayers). If people cannot acquire 

much needed industry-based competencies to progress from the insecure informal economy to 

the formal economy (with many secured outcomes, e.g., medical and pension benefits) such 

desperate people stand to lose hope for a better future. Deprived and desperate people without 

hope can result in extreme societal outcomes such as depression, suicide and crime, to mention 

only a few, Coetzee (2012, pp.137-140).  

 

There is no guarantee, comparable legislation or valid and reliable research findings that NEEEB 

can or will improve the lives of the more than 364,000 people who suffer the indignity of 

unemployment. Most worrying, the direction of this policy continues down the path that led to 

failed states and economic and household income collapse over the last century.  

 

 
Source: Namibia Statistics Agency 

 

Furthermore, decreased investment in fixed capital and productive assets means we will not see 

increases in employment. Going forward, the introduction of draconian, interventionist policy 

will only hasten disinvestment, resulting in direct job losses. With unemployment already at 

worryingly high levels, particularly for the youth, increased unemployment, as businesses close 
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or move elsewhere, will result in another generation left behind – a further great injustice to 

those who have been left behind by one administration after the other. This will only serve as a 

further barrier in increasing inequality.  

 

3.3. Impact on Inequality 

 

The dilemma is this: To reduce inequality, we need to improve incomes of lower-income 

households. To do this sustainably, we need to create jobs faster than we are increasing the 

number of job seekers in the country (and there is a huge backlog to deal with, given the high 

unemployment rates). Jobs are created by investment, whether Namibian or foreign. Investors 

invest their capital to generate returns. NEEEB introduces an effective tax on capital, which 

disincentivises investment. As a result, NEEEB has, and will continue to reduce job opportunities 

in Namibia. While skilled persons can leave the country and find employment elsewhere, 

unskilled and/or low skilled persons are unlikely to do the same. These job losses mean lower 

household incomes for particularly lower-skilled families, thus driving up inequality – the 

opposite of the stated objective of the legislation.  

 

3.4. Impact on Skills 

 

While capital moves quickly and with relative ease, skills tend to be more jurisdictionally ‘sticky’. 

While the outflow of capital is a worrying leading indicator, the departing of skills is a long-term 

crisis as individuals and families tend to emigrate permanently. It is off the back of skills and 

capital that an economy is grown, and that participants in an economy are developed. Despite 

this stickiness of skills, anecdotal evidence suggests that many skilled Namibians, white and 

black, have upped their roots in search of greener pastures over recent years. 

 

Skills, as much as capital, are required for an economy to grow. However, in a globalised world, 

skilled and educated persons, especially the youth are increasingly global citizens, who can move 

and take their skills to wherever they are best rewarded. Many such skilled individuals in 

Namibia benchmark themselves to skilled persons elsewhere in the world and realise that there 

is a material risk of being “left behind” by global standards if they ply their trades in the small, 

shrinking, Namibian economy.  

 

The danger here is that skilled individuals do not find it difficult to relocate in this globalised 

environment. However, not only do they leave Namibia bereft of their skills, but also their 

contributions to society, to government’s revenue, and to potential employment (as many are 

or will become employers). They leave behind the poor and vulnerable, who will be reliant on 

transfers from an ever-less-resourced government.   

 

3.5. Impact on Public Finances 

 

The effect of reduced investment, less business activity, and increased unemployment will have 

a direct impact on the fiscus, as mentioned above. The government has been able to introduce 
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several redistributive policies owing to being relatively well financed. These include efforts like 

the state old age grant, which has arguably been one of the most effective measures by 

government to alleviate the brunt of extreme poverty, including, rural electrification, access to 

safe drinking water, sanitation, infant mortality rate, etc.  

 

An expected exodus of skills and capital would result in a significant decrease in tax revenues, 

which would result in government needing to introduce austerity measures. This will jeopardise 

infrastructure spending – placing further constraints on economic growth. It would also reduce 

the ability of government to further its redistributive policies and address service delivery.  

 

3.6. Impact on Politics 

 

The impact of the stagnating economy and high levels of youth unemployment can now clearly 

be observed in political outcomes in the country. The failure to meet the aspirations of young 

people with regards to jobs (needed to improve lives) has resulted in an increasingly clear 

reduction in support for the ruling party, SWAPO. As NEEEB has already, and will continue to, 

discourage investment, new jobs being created in large quantities going forward is unlikely. Add 

to this the increased cost and risk of doing business in Namibia because of NEEEB, and more jobs 

are likely to be lost due to downscaling and closure of existing businesses. This real deterioration 

or lack of improvement in people’s lives cannot be offset by unrealistic and unmet promises of 

equality delivered by NEEEB. As a result, the real deterioration in people’s lives over the past 

five years, coupled with a lack of inward investment expected over the next five years due to 

NEEEB, will make a change in political leadership likely come the 2024 national elections.  

 

3.7. Impact on the Currency Peg 

 

Namibia typically runs a Current Account deficit, due to the value of our imports exceeding the 

value of our exports. This draws down of our international reserves, which Namibia needs to 

maintain a minimum level of to guarantee the currency peg. Until recently, net portfolio inflows 

(e.g., money from pension funds), external debt issuance by the government, and net direct 

investment have been sufficient to offset the outflows from our trade deficit.  

 

However, going forward, portfolio flows will be greatly reduced as most pension funds meet the 

increased statutory domestic asset allocations. As explained above, Namibia has also started 

recording net direct investment outflows. In addition, the COVID-19 shock has meant that SACU 

receipts, a core capital inflow, will be materially reduced for several years. This means that 

Namibia stands the risk of seeing net outflows on both the Current Account, as well as the 

Capital and Financial Accounts.  

 

The result of the previously stated is that there will be a net outflow of international reserves. 

Should they drop below the minimum level, the SARB will no longer guarantee the currency peg 

and the Namibian dollar will inherently depreciate against the rand. This would have a 

catastrophic result on the Namibian economy. Not only will it decimate the assets and balance 
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sheets of businesses and individuals alike, but it will also result in an immediate spike in inflation 

– eroding the value of pensions and other private contractual savings, and salaries, for instance. 

The said mentioned matters for every Namibian, as their entire assets – their life’s savings, their 

hard work – will immediately lose value. Equally prescient is the impact this would have on the 

buying power of individuals with low-income wages. A spike in inflation for low-wage earners 

would cause a dramatic reduction in buying power and living standards.  

 

NEEEB presents a very real risk to the currency peg. The reason for this is simple: NEEEB not only 

discourages investments, but it will also encourage disinvestment, emigration, and people 

seeking to relocate their assets elsewhere. Disinvestment and the offshoring of assets will result 

in an outflow of international reserves. If substantial enough, this would force a currency 

decoupling, which would see the country take a multi-decade step back in terms of human 

development. 

 

We suspect that to try and address this risk, we will see government turning to capital controls 

or some form of prescribed assets for pension funds. As per the current version of NEEEB it is in 

fact possible for government to jail individuals for 50 years for taking capital out of the country 

(should they not leave themselves at the same time), as this would certainly constitute a 

“contractual arrangement or other act or conduct that directly or indirectly undermines or 

frustrates the achievement of the objects of this Act, or the implementation of this Act or a 

provision of this Act.”. This will be the death knell for the economy – no money comes into an 

economy that cannot be easily taken out.  

 

3.8. Summary of Impact 

 

Far from achieving the objectives of reduced inequality, growth and employment, the extensive 

interference of the government in business decisions will without doubt exacerbate the issues 

highlighted. One need not look too far afield for evidence of this. Indeed, NEEEB follows South 

Africa’s ever-increasing efforts to expand and enforce BEE. This legislation has not seen material 

improvement for the lives of the majority of South Africans, but rather has made an elite 

minority very wealthy under the pretence of ‘empowerment’. The South African economy has 

stalled, stagnating over the past decade. The majority continue to suffer, with few jobs, little 

investment and a cash-strapped government. A similar situation can be expected in Namibia - 

the enriching of a small, previously (but not currently) disadvantaged elite; a collapse in growth; 

a material deterioration in investment; increased unemployment; and, in the ultimate irony, 

increased inequality.  

 

Legislation that adds costs to business, reduces profit, increases risk and uncertainty while 

undermining property rights for investors, means that only the most profitable, least risky or 

most naïve investment takes place. All of the more general investment, and any investment that 

is broadly movable (e.g., could as easily take place in Botswana as in Namibia), will not take 

place. This, unfortunately, is not speculation – it is the reality of the past five years, since the 

first NEEEB threat reared its head.   
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The effect of Namibia’s policy environment has resulted in not only reduced net direct 

investment, but during 2019, it in fact turned negative, meaning Namibia recorded net direct 

investment outflows (or disinvestment) the past two years. This is a clear message to 

policymakers that we are doing something wrong and has severe implications on the 

macroeconomy. As earlier mentioned, Namibia ranks relatively low as a global investment 

destination, meaning there are dozens of other countries that are better ranked for investing 

money – even before NEEEB is introduced. 

 

Since NEEEB was first introduced, it has created much uncertainty and left a bad taste in 

investors’ mouths. Moreover, despite a five year period during which the initial proposal has 

been worked on, the most recent version is materially worse than the initial bill, with current 

proposals introducing even greater degrees of uncertainty (due to the ability of a minister [or 

delegated Commissioner] to make sweeping changes to regulation with little warning and no 

checks and balances), as well as substantial scope for abuse , and highly-draconian punishments 

for “contractual arrangement or other act or conduct that directly or indirectly undermines or 

frustrates the achievement of the objects of this Act, or the implementation of this Act or a 

provision of this Act….” 

 

However, while uncertainty is a huge problem for investment, certainty of an environment in 

which investors cannot generate return or make decisions over the use of their assets, is also 

and probably even more damaging, meaning that just finalising and introducing NEEEB is not an 

improvement over current uncertainty per se. The empowerment standards may after all 

change at any time in future, at the whim of one individual. Given the far-reaching consequences 

of such standards, this is the pinnacle of policy uncertainty.  

 

Critically, the provisions in this draft provide for the exceptional concentration of power, which 

is not immune to abuse as we have witnessed in the ongoing “Fishrot” matter. As with the 

allocation of hugely valuable fishing quotas (done by one Minister in a highly untransparent 

manner), NEEEB provides broad and extraordinarily intrusive powers to one individual, without 

any checks and balances. In fact, the bill contains a specific secrecy clause. Irrespective of initial 

intentions, this vast concentration of power without accountability will undoubtedly open 

avenues for abuse attract actors with dubious intentions, as was witnessed in the abuses of 

Namibia fishing quota allocation. 

 

The broad powers that NEEEB allocates to a single person i.e., a minister or delegated 

Commissioner, will mean that little economic activity can be conducted in Namibia without the 

said person’s blessing. Contrary to various claims, the current draft is not restricted to entities 

“doing business with government”. At best, this will mean that all economic activity is hampered 

by the vast bureaucracy and inefficiency of government’s administrative processes. At worse 

NEEEB in its current provisions, allows government to pick at will whom may and may not do 

whatever economic activity in the country. These high degrees of economic repression are the 
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opposite of the economic freedom that has caused inclusive countries to become successful, 

and the opposite of what is needed for Namibia to stage an economic recovery.  

 

NEEEB creates an additional bureaucratic burden to doing business in Namibia – especially from 

the need for monitoring compliance – which also brings with it increased direct costs through 

managing compliance. The said mentioned scenario will make Namibia a far less attractive 

jurisdiction than ever before, which in turn will not stem the “capital outflow” or “unlock 

domestic and foreign direct investments.”  

 
In addition to the said mentioned scenario, decreased investment in fixed capital and productive 

assets means we will not see increases in employment. Going forward, the introduction of 

draconian, interventionist policy will only hasten disinvestment, resulting in direct job losses. 

With unemployment already at worryingly high levels, particularly for the youth, increased 

unemployment as business close or move elsewhere will result in another generation left behind 

– a further great injustice to those who have been left behind by one administration after the 

other. This will only serve as a further barrier to reducing inequality.  

 

Finally, over the past five-year period, as Namibia has mulled NEEEF/B, making the country less 

business friendly, other nations have gradually reformed for the better, making Namibia even 

less favourable as an investment destination.  

 

4. Alternatives 

 

4.1. No “better NEEEB” 

 

30 years after independence, it is imperative that we address the systemic contributors of the 

ongoing inequality: poverty and unemployment. In this regard, one should not “throw the baby 

out with the bathwater”. As well as being unconscionable, no society can remain stable with 

persistently high degrees of inequality, where some individuals are unable to move forward due 

to a “rigged system” that denies those individuals access to the basic building blocks of success. 

Nevertheless, while the stated objectives of NEEEB are to reduce inequality and improve 

opportunities and outcomes for previously disadvantaged Namibians (in general), simply stating 

so does not mean NEEEB will have that affect.  

 

While the stated objectives of NEEEF/B can be of legitimate intentions and globally desirable 

development objectives, attempting to legislate these into being through far-reaching red-tape 

and bureaucracy, as explained throughout this document, will not be successful.  

 

As a result, the objective should not be to draft "a better NEEEB" or draft similar legislation as 

“an alternative to NEEEB", but rather to identify ways in which countries have become 

successful, have eradicated poverty, and reduced inequality, even where such countries have 

had historical scars and trauma. In essence, “how have inclusive and progressive countries 

become successful?”. This is addressed to a limited extent under Part Three hereunder.  
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In the past 200 years, the world has seen a remarkable transition, from an estimated 94% of its 

population living in extreme poverty, to under 10%. This has largely been linked to increased 

individual liberties and economic freedoms, particularly in the western hemisphere. 

 

4.2. Sustainable Options to Reduce Poverty and Inequality  

 

Successful countries (irrespective of history – e.g., Rwanda emerging from Genocide in 1994) 

tend to have followed a similar broad approach to achieving greater, shared, prosperity. This 

has been achieved through creating extremely high degrees of economic freedom (the opposite 

of NEEEB) and extremely efficient, transparent and accountable use of public finances to 

redistribute funds from the more-wealthy (net-tax payers) to the less-wealthy (net tax 

recipients). This redistribution ensured that individuals were equipped with the basic building 

blocks for success – education, health, housing, and opportunity. As with successful nations, this 

should be Namibia’s approach as well.  

 

With regards to economic freedom, Namibia has never scored particularly well and has generally 

ranked in the mid-to-bottom half of the nations of the world in most measures of economic 

freedom or ease of doing business. These low scores are problematic for smaller economies, as 

these economies need to be particularly competitive to gain an edge against larger, more 

established, more skilled-based economies. 

 

With regards to Namibia’s redistributive process, - it is dysfunctional in the extreme. Despite 

having one of the highest tax-revenue to GDP ratios in the world, very little in the way of high-
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quality basic services are available to most of the population. We are referring to indeed, basics 

like housing, healthcare and education. Where available, they are of abhorrent standard and 

quality.  

 

4.3. What Can Be Done? 

 

Firstly, a material improvement in the utilisation of Namibia’s enormous tax-revenue (relative 

to GDP) is required. At present, these funds are sub-optimally allocated, are not utilised in line 

with development objectives, and as a result have limited impact on bringing about equality of 

opportunity. For example, instead of expediting access to housing, we construct white-elephant 

dams; instead of pursuing world class education, we kowtow to teacher unions at the expense 

of quality educational outcomes; instead of building new hospitals, we build marbled floored 

administration buildings.  

 

Until this misuse of public funds is addressed, no real equality of opportunity can be expected, 

as the rich will continue to enjoy superior basic services, such as housing, education and 

healthcare, while the poor remain left behind.  

 

Moreover, until the tax revenues are better utilised, it is unlikely that private citizens will be 

willing to give more money or more administrative/economic power to government. 

 

Secondly, the focus needs to shift from outcomes (inequality and poverty) to inputs. To reduce 

poverty and inequality, households need incomes. Material incomes can only be earned 

sustainably if earned in exchange to produce goods or services, for which individuals are paid. 

 

Thus, the focus needs to shift towards job creation en masse, which can only be achieved 

through large numbers of entities and individuals becoming job-creators or expanding current 

job creation, e.g., Indonesia. This, in turn, only happens if the conditions exist in which these job 

creators can generate revenue greater than the cost of provision of their service. Thus, a hard 

push needs to be made to reduce the costs of doing business in the country (i.e., to become 

materially more competitive), and to provide support to those looking to create jobs. 

 

Individuals and entities (that make up “private sector”) cannot be effectively “instructed” to do 

things (as NEEEB aims to do). Instead, these individuals and entities respond to incentives and 

disincentives. NEEEB is a disincentive to invest in Namibia, and investors are already responding 

to this, and will continue to do so until the disincentive is addressed. Thus, the appropriate and 

sustainable sets of incentives need to be developed to attract investments, and the extensive 

disincentives for investment, starting with NEEEB, need to be removed.  

 

Potential incentives to doing business include: 

• Reduced corporate tax rates (particularly for small businesses) 

• Reduces exchange control restrictions 

• Tax incentives for manufacturing activity 
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• Material de-regulation of extensive aspects of the business environment 

• Reduced number of licenses and requirements for doing businesses (registration, tax, 

massive turn-around times to issue official documents, etc). 

• Making land available to foreign investors for investment 

• Funding for SMEs/start-ups. 

 

Reduce cost of doing business include: 

• Reduced number of processes  

• Simplified and clarified legislation on basic business matters 

• Improved administration (halving or less the time taken) of all business-related licenses 

and regulatory matters:- 

o Tax submission processes 

o Repaying tax (VAT and other) 

o Issuing farm waivers 

o BIPA registrations, conversions  

o Registrations with NTB 

o Etc. 

• Material reduction in the number of activities for which government/quasi-

government/regulator permission is required. 

 

A simple assessment of performance of economies across the continent (and indeed, the world) 

over the past three decades lays bare the simple fact that excessive government control and 

government intervention in an economy is counterproductive. The continent’s success stories 

over this period have been those that have liberalised, opened, have embraced the free market 

and private sector, and have implemented structural changes. Examples include Mauritius, 

Botswana, Rwanda and Ethiopia. Zimbabwe and South Africa have taken the opposite path and 

are the laggards of the region. NEEEB, far from liberalising the economy, creates great layers of 

bureaucracy, and moves Namibia closer to the policies of South Africa and Zimbabwe, away 

from the proven successes of Mauritius, Botswana, Rwanda and Ethiopia. 
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To reverse the economic stagnation of the past half-decade, to reduce poverty and inequality 

and to restore public finances, a reversal of this policy approach is needed.  

 

5. Micro-level Concerns 

 

Including several general concerns as to legislation to force social outcomes, there are some 

very specific concerns that further exacerbate the aforementioned. These are specifics in the 

legislation that introduce material uncertainty, scope for abuse, cost and absurdity to the local 

business environment.  

 

There are several problematic areas within the new iteration of NEEEB. Firstly, it establishes a 

Commissioner to investigate matters and appoint investigators (as well as special investigators). 

However, there are no real checks and/or balances in place against the Commissioner’s powers, 

especially where there may be a vested interest. For instance, the Commissioner can enforce 

compliance with the Act, initiate investigations and/or recommend criminal or civil charges. If 

there is potential malicious intent, it would seem the only recourse would be to resort to the 

courts, a potentially expensive and protracted endeavour that many businesses would not be 

able to afford. There is wide scope for abuse of unlimited discretionary powers of the 

Commissioner. If a country is riddled with billion-dollar examples and luxurious opportunities of 

abuse as well as a track record of corruption (based on international indices such as the 

Transparency International and Afrobarometer), more unlimited discretion will increase the 

abuse of excessive unchecked power, similar to that of the Commissioner. 

 

Section 15 provides for the establishment of a unit within the (unspecified) Ministry to serve as 

an accreditation body for the purposes of NEEEB. This is a role that can be delegated to the 

Commissioner that will need to be established in any case, rather than needlessly replicating 
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work and creating unnecessary additional expenditure for government, further bloating the 

already bloated, inefficient and expansive civil service. The accreditation body can also be 

outsourced, which will add to government expenditure.  

 

Section 24 provides for the core ‘pillars of economic empowerment’, namely: 

- Ownership 

- Management Control & Employment Equity 

- Human Resources & Skills Development 

- Entrepreneurial Development 

- Procurement 

- Corporate Social Responsibility  

- Value Addition, Technology and Innovation and 

- Empower Financing. 

 

These pillars provide the guidelines but no strict regulations or standards which are to be 

adhered to. In other words, the fundamental uncertainty around NEEEB has not been addressed. 

There is no clear indication as to what each pillar will include, how these are to apply or be 

scored, how many pillars must be complied with, to what extent each one must be complied 

with, and whether some or all pillars will be mandatory. All the above can be introduced and 

amended at any time in future. As stated before, this is the pinnacle of policy uncertainty. 

 

Section 25 merely indicates that the “standards of equitable economic empowerment”, which 

give effect to the Act and the pillars, may be published in the Government Gazette by the 

accountable Minister. This means the substance of the pillars – such as the now removed 25% 

ownership clause – remain a mystery. The required ownership by empowerment beneficiaries 

can be anything between 0% and 100%, to be amended from time to time.  What these 

standards will dictate, which private businesses will need to comply with, are now more 

uncertain than before. This uncertainty was one of the fundamental problems after the 

withdrawal of the previous version of NEEEB, a problem which has not at all been addressed 

despite the President’s earlier statement, and in fact worsened substantially.  

 

NEEEB provides some guidelines as to what the pillars should include or strive to achieve. The 

Entrepreneurial Development pillar includes indicators such as “covering overhead costs, 

providing services at no or discounted costs” of empowerment beneficiaries. In other words, 

this would mean that government seeks to use legislation to coerce the private sector into 

subsidising companies belonging to empowerment beneficiaries. This pillar, as many of the 

others, is highly problematic, as it could put highly inefficient businesses at a disproportionate 

advantage, at the expense of established companies who also have their own employees and in 

all likelihood are struggling already in the current economic environment. Furthermore, it is ripe 

for abuse as politically connected or wealthy empowerment beneficiaries could very well benefit 

from such measures, thereby not at all addressing the stated objectives of addressing income 

inequality, high unemployment, or the economic status of poor/currently disadvantaged 

empowerment beneficiaries.  
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The Empowerment Financing pillar suggests the introduction of cheaper or subsidised rates of 

funding for entities belonging to empowerment beneficiaries. How this is to be done is not 

specified. Will government avail funding for this, or is money to be drawn from the private 

sector? If the latter, will this be money from taxes, or will additional taxes/levies be introduced 

to do so? Will favourable rates be legislated for qualifying entities, forcing lenders to provide 

financing at below market rates?  

 

NEEEB does nothing to ease any concerns around the pillars. Ownership could simply be 

weighted or scored in such a way that while not legally necessary, it could be practically 

impossible to do business in the country without being fully compliant. NEEEB provides more 

questions, rather than clear directions, on the pillars – thereby providing no clarity but rather 

more uncertainty. However, while uncertainty is no-doubt a concern, certainty of pernicious 

clauses would be equally or more damaging, so the simple removal of this uncertainty will not 

be a sufficient condition to make the legislation palatable. 

 

Regarding the standards, the as-yet-to-be-determined minister(s) must publish draft standards 

in the Gazette for comment (section 24). While these standards must be Gazetted, the 

legislation provides for a maximum of 60 days for interested persons to provide comment. 

Worryingly, this is an exceptionally short period of time in which potentially far-reaching 

regulation must be commented on, and no minimum period for comments is provided, so the 

60 days need not even be given.  

 

The most concerning provisions in NEEEB are sections 25(7)(b) and 25(9)(b). The former states 

that any standards may include “qualification criteria for approval of licences, permits, or 

authorisations in terms of a law or for engaging in certain economic activities”. The latter states 

that public entities must apply the relevant standards “for the issuing of licences, permits, or 

authorisations in terms of a low or for engaging in an economic activity”. This means that any 

and every business entity is at the mercy of government should it wish to conduct business in 

Namibia, as this is not limited to entities wishing to do business with government.  

 

If an entity does not meet the required equitable economic empowerment standard, these 

provisions give government power to halt them from “engaging in an economic activity”. Every 

public entity must apply the relevant standards, also when developing criteria for entering 

partnerships with private sector entities. NEEEB goes further, stating that public entities must 

also take the standards into account for determining the awarding of incentives, grants, 

investment or entrepreneurial scheme.  

 

In other words, government has extraordinary and far-reaching power to determine who may 

conduct business in Namibia, in similar vein to provisions that were published in the 

controversial Namibia Investment Promotion Act. Government may, quite simply, exclude entire 

businesses from participating in the economy for not meeting the published standards, 

irrespective of how onerous the standards may be.  
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Rather than ease uncertainty, these provisions suggest an even more uncertain operating 

environment where the entire private sector is vulnerable to the whims of a minister (or 

delegated Commissioner) responsible for gazetting these standards.  

 

As is to be expected, NEEEB seeks to prevent ‘fronting’ as dealt with in Section 28. Issues here 

include the punishment of ‘anticipating’ outcomes of investigations or the very broad term of 

‘frustrating’. The concern here lies with the scope of the potential offence (“contractual 

arrangement or other act or conduct that directly or indirectly undermines or frustrates the 

achievement of the objects of this Act, or the implementation of this Act or a provision of this 

Act…”) which includes anything as banal as sharing anti-NEEEF/B views, disinvesting from 

Namibia and similar. Moreover, the prescribed sentence for committing such an offense, being 

a fine not exceeding N$1 million or imprisonment not exceeding 50 years (or both). The 

maximum sentence here is excessive in the extreme, even though it is the ceiling. For 

comparison, the Anti-Corruption Act provides a maximum sentence of 25 years (or a fine not 

exceeding N$500,000, or both). This is the maximum penalty for a corrupt politician whose 

corrupt dealings may have caused the Namibian economy (and thus the Namibian people) to 

suffer damages of many billions of dollars, a crime in stark contrast to a person sharing a 

negative view on NEEEB.     

 

Section 29 deals with investigations conducted by the Commissioner. Subsection 5 hereof gives 

the Commissioner and investigators wide-ranging powers, privileges and immunities. The 

Commissioner has more powers than any current law enforcement agency, and in his positional 

power, enjoys protection comparable to that of the President.    

 

Section 32(1)(b) gives the (unspecified) minister(s) the power to demand that any private sector 

institution must furnish the minister(s) “with any document in its possession or custody or under 

its control, within the period specified in the directive”. The wording of this is incredibly broad 

and worrying, as nowhere in Section 32 does it limit the application of his/her power. The order 

of magnitude of such unlimited power should not be vested in government, let alone a single 

person who is far from infallible. This provision also does not denote any oversight, check or 

balance for such far-reaching power. This wording is too wide and open for discretionary abuse 

of power. 

 

Section 37 introduces more, not less, uncertainty, giving the President the power to determine 

whether NEEEB will be administered by one minister, or different provisions are to be 

administered by different ministers. Generally, statutes specify which minister is responsible for 

a specific piece of legislation, and which other minister should be consulted for different 

provisions.  

 

Overall, NEEEB concentrates vast power in just a few hands, if not just one. It gives individuals 

in government the ability to co-opt private business to enrich select individuals. Furthermore, 

many of the provisions make use of broad definitions, or provide for unrestrained powers and 

no oversight, with the only recourse for aggrieved parties through the courts. The legislation 
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makes it impossible for businesses to remain profitable, and thus continue to invest in the 

economy. Finally, the legislation contains a “stick” so vast that it will be a risk to do business in 

the country at all, as almost any act could be considered a “contractual arrangement or other 

act or conduct that directly or indirectly undermines or frustrates the achievement of the objects 

of this Act, or the implementation of this Act or a provision of this Act…”, for which one could be 

sent to jail for up to 50 years. 
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PART TWO – LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
   

1. Introduction   

 

This section provides a legal impact analysis on the so-called “November 2020” version of 

NEEEB.   

 

2. Development of NEEEB and Legal Duty of Those Affected 

 

In the Supreme Court Judgment in the case of Itula and Others v Minister of Urban and Rural 

Development and Others (2020 NASC 6) the (5) Honourable Judges stated (in para 101 and para 

102): “The applicants sat back at their peril in waiting until the very eve of the election before 

taking up this issue - a mere month before the holding of the elections. Plainly, parties seeking 

to challenge the conduct of an election are under a duty to act ‘timeously ensuring that potential 

violations can be remedied by the granting of (an) interdict or other forms of relief’ … This issue 

is raised as a factor in the exercise of this court’s discretion as to further appropriate relief upon 

the granting of the declaratory relief”. [own emphasis] 

 

In this judgement the Supreme Court effectively placed a duty on those affected by the actions 

and laws of public power to take action “timeously” before some prejudice to them occurs for 

which they then later seek remedy from a court.  For this reason, it is crucial that this report is 

as comprehensive as possible, time permitting, and that same be provided directly to the OPM 

without delay. Also, for this treason it is necessary to provide some background on the process 

employed by government over the past five years to reach the current position in the 

development of NEEEB.  

 

The past five years, since the NEEEB was first introduced in 2016, was marred with confusion 

and lack of coordination on the part of government, to say the least. Around February 2016 the 

public was first made aware of NEEEB, and then provided two weeks for input. Following a public 

outcry, at least two public consultations were held by government that year. For most part of 

the previous five years the media regularly reported on several politicians stating that the 

promulgation of NEEEB is imminent.   

 

On the web portal of the Office of the Prime Minister (“OPM”) it still states that: “Between 2018 

to 2019 consultations have been ongoing to finalize the revised draft Bill.” 

(https://opm.gov.na/neeef). EPRA is not aware of such consultations at the time. It might be 

that consultations were held by government internally, or with a selected group of individuals 

outside of government, but not with those affected by NEEEB, and more specifically, not with 

affected entities and owners of productive assets.   

 

Despite NEEEB being substantially amended by early 2020 (the only publicised version after 

2016), the media reported that the OPM will not entertain further consultations on NEEEB, 

ostensibly because consultations were held in 2016, albeit on a very different document. By 

https://opm.gov.na/neeef
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middle February 2021, EPRA was informed via its membership of a post uploaded by The 

Namibian newspaper to Facebook which states: “… [the Prime Minister] added that the National 

Equitable Economic Empowerment Bill (NEEEB) is available for private sector scrutiny and for 

companies to make further submissions. The private sector has been given until the end of 

February to submit their input.”  

 

EPRA was unable to obtain any official correspondence from OPM in this regard. The OPM was 

contacted for a copy of the newest version of NEEEB, but was unable to provide same, ostensibly 

because the person responsible for the bill was on leave.  It also remains unclear to whom input 

must be provided, if not directly to the OPM.     

   

EPRA contacted various institutions to establish the authenticity of the said Facebook post, to 

obtain the newest version of NEEEB and to be better informed as to what is required from 

private sector to provide input. Through this process, EPRA was provided the version discussed 

herein, the so-called “November 2020” version”, and was verbally informed that the newly 

established Namibian Investment Promotion and Development Board (NIPDB) has been tasked 

with collation of input from the private sector.  

   

EPRA was also assured that extension will be sought for providing input to the NIPDB as EPRA 

informed the NIPDB that the two weeks announced by the OPM are, with respect, unrealistic 

and wholly insufficient for the provision of meaningful input.  

 

EPRA is concerned that the November 2020 version may not be the final proposed version, as it 

contains numerous spelling, grammatical, logical, and numbering errors. We are however 

satisfied that several industry bodies have accepted this as the latest available draft, and that 

NCCI and NIPDB have already commenced deliberations on this version.     

 

A copy of this report will be provided to all members and supporters of EPRA, as well as NIPDB 

and the OPM. It may be distributed freely. 

 

3. Summary of NEEEB 

 

From the onset we note that none of the concerns raised in our March 2020 report, which was 

based on the latest NEEEB version at the time, have been addressed in the latest November 

2020 version of NEEEB. EPRA is aware of numerous inputs provided by other entities. These 

inputs have, as far as we can tell, also not been addressed in the latest version of NEEEB. 

 

NEEEB is presented as a law to empower black, coloured and Indian Namibians (who lived in 

Namibia before Independence) and will supersede all other transformation and empowerment 

policies. It is further presented as a law to engineer equitable economic empowerment 

outcomes. This is to be done firstly based on skin colour, and secondly on any other basis as the 

Minister may in future decide. This may include “demographics” (section 24(b), sex, disabilities 

or “different categories of entities” (section 25(1)). Section 25(1) is wide enough to allow the 
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Minister to issue standards applicable to specific, different tribes and races as they can be 

differentiated and regarded as “different categories of empowerment beneficiaries”.  

 

Worryingly, NEEEB does not contain a means test.  In other words, empowerment beneficiaries 

(i.e. persons of colour, and all their descendants ad infinitum) remain perpetual beneficiaries. 

The latter is, regardless of any improvement in their economic or educational status.       

 

The latest versions of the bill are far more draconian and unconstitutional than the previous 

versions published in 2016. It will enable one decision-maker to potentially exclude a group of 

people from all economic activities and from all private and public sector jobs. Although that 

decision-maker is a minister (the exact minister only to be gazetted once NEEEB has been 

promulgated), such powers can be delegated to a Commissioner, who in turn can delegate such 

powers to any “functionary” (section 35). In addition to such powers, a Commissioner may 

prescribe unlimited powers to an “accreditation body” (section 27) or assign any and unlimited 

powers to an investigator (section 11).      

 

NEEEB is essentially premised on the following flawed assumption: If the rights and 

opportunities of X are reduced, the rights and opportunities of Y will automatically increase, and 

the economy will expand. This statement is a logical fallacy. 

 

It is argued by the lawmakers (in section 3) that NEEEB is justified under Articles 23(2) and 95(a) 

of the Namibian Constitution.  As explained hereunder, this is false.  

 

NEEEB is applicable to all “entities”, “occupational categories” and “productive assets”. None of 

these terms are defined and they can therefore be broadly interpreted to include all business 

entities (including sole proprietorships), all privately owned assets (such as production 

equipment, houses, and farms) and all intellectual property and government issued rights (such 

as government issued licenses, mineral rights and fishing quotas, to mention a few).  

 

A National Equitable Economic Empowerment Office (the “NEEE Office”) will be established and 

headed by the National Equitable Economic Empowerment Commissioner (the 

“Commissioner”). The Minister, but more likely the Commissioner, to whom such powers may 

be delegated, will issue “standards of equitable economic empowerment” (the “standards”) to 

give effect to the eight “pillars of equitable economic empowerment” as discussed in Part One.  

 

The Minister, but more likely the Commissioner, to whom such powers may be delegated, will 

also issue “sector transformation charters”. Such charters will be binding between all entities 

operating in a specific sector, thus including transactions between all private sector entities. So, 

for instance, procurement by one private sector entity from any other private sector entity, 

which is not owned by a sufficient portion of NEEEB beneficiaries, may be prohibited. The 

prohibition comes in the form of government and all government agencies potentially 

withholding all official documents and permissions from non-compliant entities, effectively 

causing their immediate closure.  
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The NEEE Office must enforce NEEEB and the enforcement mechanism will be through 

government procurement and licensing. So, for instance, a business may be refused a licence or 

permit, or be refused to “engage in certain economic activities” should it not comply with the 

standards, should it for example not be owned by a certain portion of NEEEB beneficiaries. This 

effectively shuts down all operations of such business. On similar basis, all new business 

registrations can be refused by BIPA. 

 

Although public notice must be given, there is no duty on the Minister or Commissioner to 

consult on either the standards or sector transformation charters, and these may simply be 

imposed. To assume that the Commissioner will never do so is a gross irresponsible assumption 

and should not be the reason to allow such draconian powers in the law. It can be perceived as 

a proverbial gun to a person’s head, with a promise not to pull the trigger. 

 

Standards may be of general or specific application, meaning a single private sector business, 

even individual, may be targeted. So, for instance, the Commissioner may set a standard which 

prescribes that 100% of the largest private sector enterprise should be owned by NEEEB 

beneficiaries. A standard can prescribe that a specific farm, or rental property (as “productive 

assets”) must be fully owned by NEEEB beneficiaries. This “specific application” goes against the 

principles of the rule of law, as discussed in more detail later.       

 

The Commissioner (through the NEEE Office) has powers to investigate private entities, as well 

as to implement “empowerment assessment tools”. The Commissioner has the similar powers 

to investigate as the Ombudsman. The Commissioner may in fact assign any power to an 

investigator. In exercising these powers, the Commissioner (or his appointed investigators) may 

(at least): 

• enter any premises or building and interrogate any person found there;  

• access and make copies of books, vouchers, documents, or access any movable asset, 

which will include laptops and computers; 

• seize and retain anything relevant to the investigation; and 

• summons any person and request any information. 

 

The Commissioner also has “any power necessary or expedient for or incidental to achievement 

of the objectives” of NEEEB. As explained hereunder, such unconstrained powers are 

unconstitutional. 

 

Investigators will be appointed by an Executive Director (presumably of the NEEE Commission, 

as this is the only place where the bill makes provision for such Executive Director), on 

recommendation of the Commissioner, to conduct investigations under NEEEB. The powers of 

investigators are unlimited as the Commissioner’s statutory power to “assign” powers to 

investigators are not curtailed.  
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Private individuals or entities may be accredited as “verification agencies”. Criteria for 

verification of “verification agencies” may be prescribed and is currently unknown. The powers 

of such agencies will be unlimited, as per the discretion of the Minister (but more likely the 

delegated Commissioner).  

 

A “fronting practice” is a criminal offence, punishable by N$1,000,000 or 50 years imprisonment, 

or both. A fronting practice is any “arrangement or act which undermines or frustrates1 the 

achievement of the objectives or implementation” of NEEEB. This definition is wide enough to 

include any criticism of NEEEB. By way of example, the mere drafting and distribution of this 

report, had NEEEB already been promulgated, could be construed as a fronting practice. Clearly, 

such draconian powers should never be allowed.  

 

The crime of a “fronting practice” will also include any conduct whereby:- 

• a NEEEB beneficiary employed by an entity is discouraged or inhibited from participating 

in the main activities of that entity; 

• economic benefits are not received by NEEEB beneficiaries in the ratio expressed in 

“relevant legal documents”;  

• a NEEEB beneficiary does not receive the economic benefit “that would reasonably be 

expected to be associated with the status or position held” by that NEEEB beneficiary; 

• an agreement is concluded with another entity to “enhance empowerment”, in which 

agreement: 

o there are limitations on the identity of suppliers, service providers, clients or 

customers; 

o maintenance of operations is improbable, having regard to the resources 

available; 

o terms and conditions were not negotiated at arm’s length and on a fair and 

reasonable basis.  

 

The Commissioner may request information from any public entity, which will include any public 

enterprise under the Public Enterprises Governance Act or any entity “owned or controlled” by 

government.  

 

The Minister may direct private sector institutions to provide any information, reports, or 

documents in their possession, and may direct such entities to perform any act “to meet 

obligations imposed by this Act”.  This is a gross infringement of the constitutional right to 

privacy. See in this respect also the discussion on freedom under the rule of law in Part 3 later.  

 

A Commissioner who fails to declare all financial interests at appointment commits an offense 

punishable by a maximum of N$60,000 or imprisonment of three years, which punishment pales 

in comparison to the punishment applicable to the subjects of NEEEB, who may be punished by 

 
1 It is not at all clear who needs to be frustrated for a frustrater to be jailed for 50 years for causing such frustration. 
It is conceivable that private sector’s discontent with the new law, or future standards and regulations could be 
very frustrating for the Minister or Commissioner and may thus result in imprisonment for 50 years.   
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a fine of N$1,000,000 or 50 years imprisonment, or both, for an offense committed under 

NEEEB. The public is therefore subjected to stricter penalties than the Commissioner.  

 

The requirement that the Commissioner must declare intended interests which could put him 

in a conflict of interest has been removed in the latest version. Also, a Commissioner will now 

not be required to declare any conflicted interests of a child, member of household or family 

member up to the 2nd degree of kin. A Commissioner will therefore now be allowed to execute 

NEEEB for the direct benefit of his/her child and other family members.     

 

Other offenses under NEEEB, punishable by N$500,000 or 25 years imprisonment, or both, 

include: 

• improperly attempting to influence the Commissioner or verification agency; 

• anything done calculatedly to improperly influence the Commissioner or verification 

agency; 

• providing false information to the Commissioner or verification agency; 

• anticipating2 any findings of the Commissioner in a way that is calculated to improperly 

influence an investigation or finding; 

• doing anything which would be regarded as contempt of court if the proceedings 

occurred before a court; 

• misrepresenting or attempting to misrepresent empowerment status of an entity;  

 

Almost all the above offenses are unconstitutional, and so also the maximum punishment.  

The Minister may by regulations create further offences (this is unconstitutional) and prescribe 

penalties (which may include imprisonment).    

 

The Commissioner may have other business interests i.e, ownership in private sector businesses, 

as long as he is not involved in the day-to-day running of such businesses. It must be noted that 

the Commissioner establishes the unit which must accredit verification agencies, which may 

conduct NEEEB compliance verifications for reward. As explained, the latter situation is a 

potential positional conflict of interest that will amount to ‘legitimised personal gain’ that will 

be unchallenged as there exists no checks and balances to contest such actions to seek remedy 

from the courts. 

 

Removal of the Commissioner, for instance for misconduct, is an extremely onerous process. It 

can only be done by the President after approval by the National Assembly, and after 

investigation by a panel appointed by the President for such singular purpose. The National 

Assembly in any event has the powers to override a decision by such panel. The provisions of 

the Public Service Act do therefore not apply in this instance, and the Commissioner enjoys 

substantially more protection than any other person holding public office in our country, 

including the President himself.   

 

 
2 Exactly how the act of “anticipation” will be assessed, evaluated or proven is baffling.  
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The President may, in his sole discretion, appoint an acting Commissioner, when that position is 

vacant, or the Commissioner is absent from duty. 

 

The President must still decide which Minister will be responsible for administration of NEEEB 

once it is promulgated. It may be more than one Minister. The Minister(s) may in any event 

delegate all powers under NEEEB to the Commissioner, who may then delegate to a 

“functionary”.  

  

The latest version of NEEEB does not contain a section repealing or amending any other laws, as 

the previous (2020) version was to amend Section 7 of the Racial Discrimination Prohibition Act. 

This is of little comfort, as the lawmakers may repeal and amend all laws at any time in any event 

and if this law (NEEEB) is passed in its current form, it is unlikely that the lawmakers will not 

repeal laws frustrating the implementation of NEEEB. Also, as NEEEB states that it supersedes 

all other laws, it will be argued that the protection provided by Section 7 of the Racial 

Discrimination Prohibition Act automatically falls to the wayside in any event. It therefore does 

not have to be specifically repealed. In similar fashion will any section in the Public Procurement 

Act, which stands in the way of new standards, fall to the wayside and be overtaken by any 

standards set from time to time.  

 

NEEEB does not contain any appeals body or process. There is thus no oversight over the actions 

of the Commissioner other than through the High Court. 

 

4. Dubious or False Premises  

 

NEEEB, and especially section 3 which states the “Purpose of the Act”, is based on several 

dubious or false premises, these include:   

 

a) The premise that Article 23(2) allows for government to promulgate laws which limit all 

constitutional rights, including Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms, other than 

the right not to be discriminated against based on one’s race, as guaranteed in Article 10 

of the Constitution. The constitutional allowance to discriminate against people based 

solely on their skin colour cannot serve as justification to disregard a host of other 

constitutional rights, which NEEEB clearly does. The constitutional position on this issue 

is discussed in a later chapter.    

b) The premise that past discrimination, over thirty years ago, is a current threat to, inter 

alia, the rule of law, peace, justice and democracy. Ironically, NEEEB itself is probably the 

biggest threat to the rule of law, justice and democracy since independence. This is 

discussed in more detail later. A government which anchors its policies on rent-seeking 

will destroy its economy. The latest Afro-barometer data illustrates that it is the declining 

economy that appears to pose a substantial threat to our democracy. Corruption is 

another such threat, and NEEEB creates fertile grounds for corruption to increase.    

c) The premise that Article 95(a) imposes the duty on government to promulgate NEEEB, 

while Article 95(a) is solely concerned with improving the rights of all woman. NEEEB 
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specifically excludes white woman from being beneficiaries under NEEEB. Not only is this 

premise false, but NEEEB will actively further discriminate against white woman.   

d) The previous (2020) version of NEEEB was based on the lawmakers’ premise that Article 

95(g) imposes a duty on government to promulgate NEEEB.  It was pointed out in our 

previous report that Article 95(g) is concerned with the rights of inter alia unemployed, 

incapacitated, and disadvantaged people (including white people), and that it is 

government’s duty to provide “social benefits and amenities” to such people. Article 

95(g) is not included as a premise in the latest version of NEEEB anymore. 

e) The premise that NEEEB will supersede “all other transformation and empowerment 

policies”. It is however unlikely that government will close the Office of the Employment 

Equity Commissioner and cease to apply the affirmative action laws.  

f) The premise that NEEEB gives effect to the New Equitable Economic Empowerment 

Framework adopted by Cabinet. It does not. That framework was solely based on an 

incentivised, voluntary system of empowerment. NEEEB is a completely different 

construct, creating draconian criminal sanctions and forcing business closure upon non-

compliance, with standards which will only be known, and can change at any time, in 

future.  

g) The premises that NEEEB will decrease inequalities and will increase employment. 

Reducing the ability of one group to participate in the economy and creating perpetually 

uncertain standards, which may change at any time in future, will further damage 

investor confidence and cause economic contraction, leading to an increase in job losses. 

Namibia has witnessed this since NEEEB was introduced in 2016.  Inequality may be 

reduced, but only because investors and wealthier people leave the country due to 

investor uncertainty. This can contribute to increased equality, but only because 

everyone is poor. So, for instance Zimbabwe, one of the top 10 most failed states for 

many years running, with 94,5% of all employed people employed in the informal sector, 

has an impressively equal society, with a Gini-coefficient of 0.398 or 39.8% (improving 

from over 0.50, or 50% some years ago).  

h) The premise that there is a “low level of participation in business” by empowerment 

beneficiaries. The complexities of this issue, if true, have not been addressed. So, for 

instance, do NEEEB beneficiaries prefer not to formalise their businesses, perhaps for 

reasons of high compliance costs, vast and often insurmountable statutory obligations? 

In 2018 there were 418,674 Namibians employed in the informal sector, far more than 

in the private sector and government combined. Did government’s preferential 

treatment of NEEEB beneficiaries, while growing the most expensive public service 

sector in the world (compared to GDP), not incentivise skilled and educated NEEEB 

beneficiaries to snub participation in private sector business? In 2018, public sector 

(including SOEs) employed 117,241 people. Government employment comes at no risk, 

while participation in private sector business caries significant financial, market and 

other risks. Also, did our education system properly equip NEEEB beneficiaries to be in 

demand in the private sector and to participate meaningfully in private sector activities? 

Although job losses have been rife over the past five years, businesses still find it 
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extremely difficult to obtain the skills they require (see EPRA survey results under Part 

3).         

i) The premise that NEEEB will improve the “economic status” of NEEEB beneficiaries. 

There is no mechanism contained in NEEEB to uplift the poor, and only a small portion 

of mostly already wealthy and educated NEEEB beneficiaries can possibly benefit from 

reducing one group’s access to and level of participation in the economy and the job 

market. Even such gains by a few will be short-lived due to the overall economic 

contraction stemming from restrictive business conditions and policy uncertainty. NEEEB 

still does not contain a means test, which raises the question as to who are the real 

intended beneficiaries? A recent study shows that experts and civil society organisations 

are largely convinced that the true intention behind NEEEB is to benefit a small portion 

of our society (wealthy, political and economic connected elite) who are already 

empowered (see the research discussed under Part 3 hereunder).                 

j) The premise that NEEEB will promote “economic growth”. Evidence found in economic 

indicators over the past five years speaks for itself.  Namibia has fallen into dire economic 

circumstances accompanied by major job losses. It is far more likely that NEEEB will cause 

further, substantial economic contraction and job losses. There is no mechanism in 

NEEEB to incentivise investment and economic growth. On the contrary, NEEEB ads to 

substantial uncertainty, as well as to the cost of doing business. NEEEB will thus lead to 

further decreased economic activity, worse than we have witnessed since 2016. 

 

No research was provided by the lawmakers to justify NEEEB, except in 2016 when a reference 

was provided to some research done by Bank of Namibia many years ago. That report however 

concluded that empowerment legislation, as was for instance done for the Bumiputra in 

Malaysia, is not advisable. This report is not available on the website of Bank of Namibia 

anymore.  

 

5. The Scope of NEEEB 

 

The “Purpose of the Act” is contained under section 3 of NEEEB. Some of the subsections under 

section 3 have already been addressed under the section Dubious or False Premises above. 

NEEEB does not contain a section dealing specifically with the scope of the bill. This is especially 

frustrating as it leaves the larger business and investment community guessing as to whether 

their business activities and assets will fall within the scope of the proposed legislation. It further 

leaves them guessing as to the consequences their business activities and assets may suffer. To 

establish the intended scope (note, not intention) of NEEEB is indeed challenging and only 

possible through careful analysis of several and mostly unrelated portions and subsections of 

NEEEB. It is unfortunate that many publicised commentaries on NEEEB do not take into account 

such detail, and discussions at business forums are focused on high level (and often emotional) 

issues only.  

 

The devil is indeed in the detail. 
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NEEEB is applicable to the whole of private sector in terms of compliance, and to the whole of 

public sector in terms of enforcement. All “entities”, “productive assets” and “occupational 

categories” must comply with NEEEB. In short, the answer to the question: “what and who will 

be affected by NEEEB?” is simply “every asset and every person in private sector”.   

 

The Commissioner will make standards to set qualification criteria for purposes of procurement 

and approval of business licenses, permits and authorisations required by law or for engagement 

in certain economic activities. Such standards will cover all eight pillars, including the ownership 

pillar. Private sector entities that are non-compliant must (section 25(9)) be refused the required 

licensing to commence or continue doing business. Non-compliant “entities”, “productive 

assets” and persons in any “occupation” will have to stop doing business as a result. 

 

The sector transformation charters are binding between entities operating in each such sector, 

thus also to all private sector entities. Private sector entities will be forced to procure goods and 

services from other private sector entities which have a prescribed level of ownership by NEEEB 

beneficiaries, or face immediately, forced closure.  Put differently, private sector entities can be 

prohibited from doing any business with non-compliant private sector entities.   As no limit is 

set on the prescribed level of ownership required to be an empowerment beneficiary, it can be 

as high as 100%. The same holds for the remaining seven pillars of empowerment.  

 

The Minister may force “private sector institutions” to provide any information requested and 

perform any act as directed by the Minister in order “to meet the obligations imposed” by 

NEEEB. Through delegation this can be enforced by the Commissioner or a “functionary” of the 

Commissioner. Considering the scope of the eight empowerment pillars, any information 

(including intellectual property) held by any private sector entity (including sole proprietors and 

owners of “productive assets”) could potentially be regarded as relevant and must be provided. 

Failure may result in imprisonment. It is of little solace if government says the mentioned is not 

the intention and promises not to pull the proverbial trigger.  

 

5.1. Empowerment Beneficiaries 

 

“Empowerment beneficiaries” are defined as those Namibian citizens who were racially 

disadvantaged by colonialism and apartheid laws, policies and practices, as well as their 

descendants who are also Namibians. It has now been expanded to include “socially, 

economically or educationally” disadvantaged persons.   

 

This definition clearly segregates black, Indian and coloured Namibians on the one end, and 

white Namibians on the other. Thus, all black, Indian and coloured males and females in Namibia 

before independence, and their descendants (in perpetuity) are NEEEB beneficiaries. No white 

male or female can ever be regarded as a beneficiary under NEEEB. 

 

All white Namibians’ access to the economy and job market will be reduced, purely based on 

skin colour, and irrespective of any other factors such as the economic, educational or 
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employment status of any of the individuals within these groups. Not only will a homeless, but 

jobless white pauper be refused a job in terms of NEEEB (while he may even have good 

qualifications), he may not and cannot ever benefit under NEEEB as a poor person.  

 

The original version of NEEEB (2016) included white women as previously disadvantaged, which 

would be in line with the Constitution which acknowledges that “women in Namibia have 

traditionally suffered special discrimination” who “need to be encouraged and enabled to play a 

full, equal and effective role in the political, social, economic and cultural life of the nation”, as 

per Article 23(3). Women are also the first group mentioned in Article 95(a) of the Constitution, 

whose welfare must be promoted and maintained by the government. White women have now 

been removed as beneficiaries under NEEEB. 

 

The above segregation based on skin colour appears to contradict the long-held credo of 

government to establish a unified and inclusive nation in “One Namibian House”. It also offends 

the Constitution and the rule of law, which contains as one of its main pillars the absence of 

discrimination against a portion of society. See a more detailed discussion on the rule of law 

further down.    

 

5.2. Application of NEEEB on “entities” and “productive assets”  

 

Part 4 of NEEEB contains the eight “Pillars of Equitable Economic Empowerment”. These include: 

• Ownership in entities and productive assets. 

• Management control and employment in entities. 

• Human resources and skills development by employers. 

• Entrepreneurial development and economic growth of entities owned by NEEEB 

beneficiaries. 

• Procurement to empower entities owned by NEEEB beneficiaries. The relevant section 

(24(e)) is not limited to procurement by government, only to procurement of “Namibian 

goods, works or services”.  

• Corporate social responsibility to promote NEEEB beneficiaries, which will include as 

indicator spending of after-tax profits to improve the wellbeing of NEEEB beneficiaries. 

It is not indicated who will be required to spend, Section 13(e) (supposed to be (f)). 

• Value addition, technology and innovation, which will include transferring of skills to 

entities owned by NEEEB beneficiaries.    

• Empowerment financing to establish and sustain entities owned by NEEEB beneficiaries.    

 

From the above it is clear that all “entities” and all “productive assets” fall within the scope of 

NEEEB. The term “entities” is however, not defined, nor is the phrase “productive assets”.  

 

“Productive assets” legally can and most probably will include mines, farms, rental properties, 

fishing vessels, vehicles used in the public transport and logistics industries, government 

concessions, exploration rights, fishing rights, intellectual property rights such trademarks and 

patent rights, licensing agreements and copyrights, to name a few.       
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In the previous version of the bill (2016), “private sector enterprise” was defined to, very 

contentiously, include any business carried on for gain or reward, even by individuals trading as 

sole proprietors. With the exclusion of a definition for “entities” the legislature now spans the 

net far wider.  “Entities” can now include benevolent or family trusts, non-profit organisations, 

churches, and charities – as the requirement of “gain or reward”, has been removed.   

 

The second version from 2016 intended to pertinently exclude businesses with revenue less 

than an amount that still had to be fixed. The current version of NEEEB does not provide such 

exclusion. It is unlikely that the standards may provide for exclusions based on revenue. It is 

more likely that empowerment beneficiaries will be afforded the widest possible range of 

options to obtain ownership and form part of management of existing and new businesses.     

 

In summary, the scope of NEEEB is now expanded to include any imaginable private entity, 

person (in any occupation) and productive asset. 

 

5.3. Applicable “Only to Government” – a False Narrative    

     

Section 25(9) states that: “Every public entity [which includes all government agencies and 

government owned entities] must apply the relevant standard…”.  This may create the 

impression that entities (and productive assets) only fall within the scope of NEEEB when dealing 

with government. Over the past year EPRA encountered numerous businesses and even high- 

ranking politicians, who believe this narrative, despite what NEEEB actually states.  

 

Section 25(9)(b) states that all public entities must apply the standards in issuing licenses, 

permits, and other authorisations required in terms of a law or for engaging in economic activity. 

They have no discretion.  

 

For example, government licensing agency, say NATIS, must apply all standards, say 50% 

ownership of an entity by NEEEB beneficiaries. This will result in NATIS for example denying a 

non-compliant close corporation license registration of business vehicles. Thus, all entities and 

productive assets must comply with NEEEB, whether they deal with government on a 

commercial basis (i.e., as product and service providers to government), or not.   

 

As NEEEB reads now, private sector entities owned by fewer NEEEB beneficiaries than whatever 

the standard may prescribe at the time, must (section 25(9)(b) be refused fitness certificates by 

municipalities, transport licenses, concessions, fishing licenses, vehicle registrations, 

telecommunication licenses, tourism board registrations, registration as financial services 

providers, banking licenses, mining licenses, licenses for transport and processing of meat and 

other products, numerous permits required to farm,  licenses to operate in the fuel and energy 

sectors, import licenses, tax registrations, and many more.   
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The power by government to refuse official documents to non-compliant entities is effectively 

the power to shut down such entities with immediate effect, as it will be unlawful, and in most 

instances criminal, to operate without such official documents.  

 

We cannot help but conclude that NEEEB is designed to exercise extreme control over all aspects 

of private sector entities and productive assets, to, inter alia, reduce one racial group’s 

participation in the economy and access to the private sector job market. This group has already 

been largely excluded from the public sector job market for thirty years. As there are no 

limitations set for the standards, total exclusion of this group of Namibians from the private 

sector economy and job market is possible, at least as per the current wording of NEEEB.   

 

5.4. Standards of Equitable Economic Empowerment 

 

A Minister or Ministers (still to be decided by the President) may issue “Standards of Equitable 

Economic Empowerment”.  These standards shall “give effect to the objects [of NEEEB] and the 

pillars…”.  

 

These standards remain unknown, but they are to include: 

• Qualification criteria for purposes of procurement of goods, works or services. NEEEB 

does not expressly state procurement by whom.  

• Qualification criteria for “approval of licenses, permits or authorisations in terms of a 

law or for engaging in certain economic activities” (Section 25(7)(b)). In this subsection 

lies an extreme risk for the economy, and all private sector business entities and 

“productive assets”. 

• Indicators to measure compliance with all pillars. 

• Weighting attached to the above indicators. Note that the common narrative that NEEEB 

will require a scorecard is untrue. It is however possible that some form of scorecard(s) 

will be developed based on different weightings in the standards and as per the (yet 

unknown) powers to be giving to “verification agencies”.    

 

6. Consultative Process on Standards 

 

NEEEB prescribes that the Minister(s), with powers of delegation, must publish draft standards 

in newspapers and the government gazette. Interested persons may comment. No minimum 

period for comments is prescribed, but there is a maximum period of 60 days.   

 

Similarly, the Minister(s) may issue sector transformation charters and must publish same in 

same fashion as the standards.  

 

The above publication requirements may create the illusion that those affected i.e., “entities” 

or “sectors” must be consulted before standards and sector charters may be enacted. There is 

however no duty on the Minister(s) (or those so delegated) to incorporate, let alone to assess 

any input provided. There is no mandatory consultative process prescribed and the Minister(s) 
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(or those so delegated) is ultimately an unchallenged lawmaker upon his/her own, with 

unlimited powers to decide on the content of standards or charters.  The legislative process as 

prescribed in the Constitution is completely bypassed when standards and charters are issued.  

 

7. Constitutionality 

 

NEEEB is unconstitutional for numerous reasons as discussed hereunder. We have been 

requested to provide recommendations on removing the unconstitutional parts of NEEEB, on 

the assumption that what remains will be constitutional, and the promulgation of NEEEB 

proceed on that basis. The unsurmountable problem however remains, when all 

unconstitutional parts are removed, nothing of any substance or functionality remains in the 

bill.  

 

To cure the unconstitutionality of the relevant parts will require the policymakers to go back to 

the drawing board. The process will have to start with the foundation of NEEEB, the scope and 

limitations of Article 23(2) of the Constitution that was erroneously interpreted, which led to 

the host of unconstitutional sections in NEEEB, and an intended system which will in totality be 

unconstitutional in its powers and functionality.     

 

7.1. Broad and Vague Powers 

 

NEEEB contains several sections which provide seemingly unlimited powers to the Minister (or 

a delegated Commissioner). These include: 

 

• Section 5(d) – whereby the NEEE Office / Commissioner may investigate “other matters 

requiring investigation in terms of” NEEEB. 

 

• Section 11(2)(a) – whereby investigators will have such powers as “…provided for by 

[NEEEB] …. or assigned to the investigator by the Commissioner”. Such unlimited powers 

can be conferred in writing, or orally (section 11(2)(b)).  

 

• Section 25 – whereby the Minister may (with powers of delegation to the Commissioner) 

publish standards on any of the eight pillars, with no duty to consult affected persons.  

 

The 60 days’ (maximum, and no minimum) notice for comments does not provide any 

protection to affected parties, as it does not confer an express duty on the Minister to 

consult. The Minister thus holds full discretion on the content of both the standards and 

the charters; including the discretion to set ANY criteria for procurement, ANY criteria 

for licencing, ANY indicators to measure compliance with all eight pillars, and ANY 

weighting to be attached to such pillars. 

  

The Minister may also differentiate between categories of beneficiaries within the wider 

definition of NEEEB beneficiaries. Thus, the Minister may differentiate on an ethnic basis, 
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i.e. requiring at least 95% ownership by specifically Oshiwambo speaking people 

[subsection 25(8()b)].  As absurd as this may now seem, this is what the current version 

of NEEEB allows. 

 

• Section 26 – The unlimited powers of the Minister under Section 25 apply to sector 

transformation charters as well. Subsection 26(5)(d) allows for the Minister to include in 

a sector transformation charter “any other matter necessary to promote the object” of 

NEEEB. This unlimited power is on top of the powers to set ANY criteria for procurement 

purposes, to which procurement criteria all entities in the sector must comply with, also 

amongst private sector entities. 

 

• Section 29 – whereby the Commissioner may conduct investigations “for the purpose of 

doing anything required or permitted to be done under” NEEEB. Investigators have 

similarly wide powers, and their powers can be expanded beyond NEEEB, to ANY power 

the Commissioner wishes to assign to investigators [section 11(2)(a)]. 

 

• Section 32 – whereby the Minister may direct private sector institutions (not defined) to 

provide information, reports and other documents, and also to perform such acts as the 

Minister may direct. The section specifically states that a private sector organisation 

“must give effect” to such directives. Healthcare facilities, legal practitioners, 

accountants and banks will fit the description of private sector institutions. This should 

be especially concerning for every Namibian as this law will override all other laws and 

professional codes of conduct that provide for confidentiality of information. The 

Commissioner will thus effectively have more powers than any current law enforcement 

and intelligence gathering agency, including the Financial Intelligence Centre, the Anti-

corruption Commission, and the Namibian Police.        

 

• Section 36 – whereby the Minister may “create” new offences through regulations. This 

is especially shocking and grossly unconstitutional.   

 

All powers of the Minister may be delegated to the Commissioner, and some powers of the 

Commissioner may be delegated to investigators or “functionaries”. 

 

In the case of the Medical Association of Namibia and Another vs Minister of Health and Social 

Services and Others 2017 (2) NR 544 (SC) the Supreme Court expressed itself on laws providing 

for broad and vague powers given to statutory bodies and public functionaries. The quoted text 

hereunder contains own emphasis throughout. 

 

The judgement states in paragraph [63]: “…where the legislature confers a discretionary power, 

the delegation must not be so broad or vague that the body or functionary is unable to determine 

the nature and scope of the power conferred. That is because it may lead to arbitrary exercise of 

the delegated power. Broad discretionary powers must be accompanied by some restraints on 

the exercise of the power so that people affected by the exercise of the power will know what is 
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relevant to the exercise of the power and the circumstances in which they seek relief from 

adverse decisions. Generally, the constraints must appear from the provisions of the empowering 

statute as well as its policies and objectives”.  

 

The judgment continues to state in paragraph [80]: “A very important plank of the doctors’ 

challenge against the licencing scheme is that it has made the Council an ‘omnipotent 

legislature’. It is said that the expressions in ‘public need and interest’ and ‘required competence’ 

permit the Council to disregard the doctors’ rights as the vagueness, uncertainty and 

unintelligibility of that phraseology has the consequence of conferring wide and unfettered 

exercise of discretion on the Council. It is suggested in that context that those concepts do not 

provide any objective standard or norm and in that way imposes an unreasonable restriction on 

the fundamental right to carry on a doctor’s profession, occupation, trade or business.”  

 

The judgment continues in paragraph [85]: “It is settled jurisprudence by the Constitutional Court 

that to pass the test of ‘law of general application’, a statutory measure conferring discretionary 

power on administrative officials or bodies must be sufficiently clear, accessible and precise to 

enable those affected by it to ascertain the extent of their rights and obligations (Dawood para 

47); it must apply equally to all those similarly situated and must not be arbitrary in its 

application (S v Makwanyane para 156), and it must not simply grant a wide and unconstrained 

discretion without accompanying guidelines on the proper exercise of the power (Dawood para 

47)”  

 

As per paragraph [88] the Honourable Judges quotes as follows:  

 

“And in the words of Justice Jackson in Railway Express Agency v New York 336 US 106 (1949) at 

111-13: 

 

‘[T]here is no more effective practical guaranty against arbitrary and unreasonable government 

than to require that the principles of law which officials would impose upon a minority must be 

imposed generally. Conversely, nothing opens the door to arbitrary action so effectively as to 

allow those officials to pick and choose only a few to whom they will apply legislation and thus 

escape the political retribution that might be visited upon them if larger numbers are affected.’” 

 

NEEEB is definitely a law that is applicable only to a minority. Those who must provide benefits 

to empowerment beneficiaries stem from the white portion of the Namibian population only. 

Only white Namibians will have reduced access to economic activities and employment. Only 

white Namibians can be refused official documents needed to do business. Only white 

Namibians will be required to alienate a (yet unknown) portion of their ownership in businesses 

and productive assets.   

 

The Honourable Judges in the Medical Association case ruled that certain sections of the 

applicable legislation was “unconstitutional and therefore invalid”.  This was the first time in 

Namibia’s history that a court outright ordered that an unconstitutional section become invalid 
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with immediate effect, instead of referring same to the legislator to cure the unconstitutionality 

within a specified period.    

 

Such broad discretionary powers, without constraints, also offends Article 1(1) of the 

Constitution which states that Namibia is a democratic state founded on the principles of 

democracy, the rule of law and justice for all. As per the Medical Association case, NEEEB offends 

the principles of the rule of law. Segregating Namibians based on the colour of their skin, and 

to, on that basis alone, reduce their access to the economy and the job markets, with no regard 

to actual financial means, poverty, or employment status, means that NEEEB cannot possibly 

result in “justice for all”.  As it currently stands, NEEEB can further enrich an empowerment 

beneficiary billionaire, but it cannot assist a non-empowerment beneficiary beggar.  

 

The “Study by the International Commission of Jurists on Apartheid in South Africa and South 

West Africa” states: “As understood by the International commission of Jurists, the Rule of Law 

requires an ordered legal and constitutional framework which will permit the full development 

of the individual by ensuring for him the rights and freedoms set out in the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights …” [1967, p. 3].  

 

The human rights and freedoms discussed hereunder are anchored in this declaration, and 

NEEEB will thus offend this international declaration.  

 

7.2. Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms 

 

Article 22(a) of the Namibian Constitution states that when any law sets a limitation on any 

fundamental right or freedom entrenched in the Constitution, such law shall be of general 

application and shall not negate the essential content thereof and shall not be aimed at a 

particular individual.   

 

Section 25(5) of NEEEB states that standards may be of general application, or specific 

application, and as such these powers offend the principle of general applicability - a core 

principle of the rule of law.   

 

The principal justification for NEEEB as stated in section 3 – the Purpose of the Act - is Article 

23(2) of the Constitution. It should be noted that the previous version of NEEEB was also 

premised on Article 23(3) of the Constitution, but this has since been removed, as it would have 

resulted in white woman also becoming empowerment beneficiaries. The policymakers have 

now made it clear - white woman do not qualify as empowerment beneficiaries under NEEEB.   

 

Articles 23(2) reads as follows (own emphasis throughout). 

 

“(2) Nothing contained in Article 10 hereof shall prevent Parliament from enacting legislation 

providing directly or indirectly for the advancement of persons within Namibia who have been 

socially, economically or educationally disadvantaged by past discriminatory laws or practices, 
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or for the implementation of policies and programmes aimed at redressing social, economic or 

educational imbalances in the Namibian society arising out of past discriminatory laws or 

practices, or for achieving a balanced structuring of the public service, the defence force, the 

police force, and the correctional service. 

 

The policymakers’ interpretation of Article 23(2) is thus incorrect. This article clearly states that 

the limitation intended is a limitation of the fundamental rights and freedoms contained in 

Article 10 of the Constitution, only. Article 23(2) does not constitute a permissible exception to 

any of the other fundamental rights, which include, but are not limited to, privacy, 

administrative justice, human dignity, property and the fundamental freedoms.  It is unfortunate 

that, at this fourth version of NEEEB, the policymakers still made no attempt to correct this 

fundamental error in the NEEEB. As a result, NEEEB still violates a plethora of fundamental rights 

and freedoms.     

 

Article 10 of the Constitution states:  

 

“(1) All persons shall be equal before the law. 

 

“(2) No persons may be discriminated against on the grounds of sex, race, colour, ethnic origin, 

religion, creed or social or economic status.” 

 

Article 10 prohibits discrimination against anybody based on “race, colour, ethnic origin, creed 

or social status or economic status”. Article 23(2) allows for discrimination against a single racial 

group of Namibians.  

 

Article 23(2) does not allow for any other fundamental right or freedom as contained in Chapter 

3 of the Constitution to be limited or abolished. It is inconceivable that the authors of the 

Constitution envisaged that any law could be passed to effectively exclude any single racial 

group from full participation in the economy and the private and public sector job markets. This 

is however what NEEEB provides for. In fact, NEEEB serves to exclude a single racial group from 

a whole host of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms.  

 

No Namibian’s constitutional rights and freedoms stated hereunder may be limited by any law 

of parliament (except under Article 22, as also discussed hereunder), while NEEEB makes 

provision for limitation, even abolishment of such rights and freedoms. They are, for example: 

 

• Respect of Human Dignity (Article 8):  

 

“(1) The dignity of all persons shall be inviolable. 

(2) (a) In any judicial proceedings or in other proceedings before any organ of the State, and 

during the enforcement of a penalty, respect for human dignity shall be guaranteed. 

(b) No persons shall be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment.” 
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NEEEB explicitly aims to engineer social outcomes, such as the ownership structure of the 

Namibian economy and job market. The intention of NEEEB is inter alia to create an economy 

which is representative of Namibia’s demographic (section 24(b)). This in effect means that the 

Minister (or Commissioner) can dictate which group, potentially divided along infinite lines and 

criteria (also amongst empowerment beneficiaries – and thus along tribal lines), may own and 

work in each sector or each company. 

 

As NEEEB’s scope encompasses the whole Namibian economy. There are no alternative options 

for the non-beneficiary group of Namibians to make a living. The only options that may be 

available to non-beneficiaries will be within the full discretion of the Minister (or Commissioner). 

In its current form, NEEEB can be used to force non-beneficiaries to cease all participation in 

economic activity and the job market. They may accept this fate, with little to no means to earn 

a living, or elect the more attractive option (in fact only option) of leaving the country and 

seeking business and physical residency in other countries.  This is an abolishment of the dignity 

of the portion of the Namibian society targeted by NEEEB.  

 

With reference to George Orwell’s Animal Farm, some Namibians can and will be regarded as 

more equal than others.  

  

• Privacy (Article 13) 

 

“(1) No persons shall be subject to interference with the privacy of their homes, correspondence 

or communications save as in accordance with law and as is necessary in a democratic society in 

the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the 

protection of health or morals, for the prevention of disorder or crime or for the protection of the 

rights or freedoms of others. 

(2) Searches of the person or the homes of individuals shall only be justified: 

(a) where these are authorised by a competent judicial officer; 

(b) in cases where delay in obtaining such judicial authority carries with it the danger of 

prejudicing the objects of the search or the public interest, and such procedures as are prescribed 

by Act of Parliament to preclude abuse are properly satisfied.”  

 

The powers of the Commissioner to enter premises and buildings, to interrogate any person 

found there, and to seize and retain anything, for the purpose of mere assessing compliance 

with empowerment standards, will most probably result in a breach of the constitutional right 

to privacy. The same will be applicable to the Minister’s powers to issue statutory directives to 

private sector institutions to provide any information and “to act” as directed.  

    

• Family (Article 14) 

 

“(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection 

by society and the State.” 
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Full access to and participation in the economy and the job market by non-empowerment 

beneficiaries is explicitly reduced by NEEEB. With only a 6% chance (as per Namibia’s 

demographics), which can be reduced to 0% by the Minister, of making any form of living in 

Namibia (for reasons explained above), certain families can and will most likely endure 

substantial hardship.  

 

This is not only the reality for white families, but also mixed-race families, with one spouse being 

white, and thus affected. A white spouse’s ability to earn an income is reduced, and potentially 

completely denied. NEEEB thus disincentivises mixed race marriages as one spouse of colour will 

take a financial risk when marrying a white person who does not have equal access to the 

economy and job market.      

 

As NEEEB will result in further, substantial economic decline, all Namibian families will suffer. 

 

• Children’s Rights (Article 15) 

 

“(1) Children shall have the right … to be cared for by their parents.” 

 

Reducing (and potentially excluding) a certain racial group’s right to participate in the economy 

and job market will result in their inability to care for their children. Such children will be denied 

the right to fully participate in the economy and job market, irrespective of their academic 

achievements and qualifications.     

 

•  Property (Article 16) 

 

“(1) All persons shall have the right in any part of Namibia to acquire, own and dispose of all 

forms of immovable and movable property individually or in association with others and to 

bequeath their property to their heirs or legatees … 

(2) The State or a competent body or organ authorised by law may expropriate property in the 

public interest subject to the payment of just compensation, in accordance with requirements 

and procedures to be determined by Act of Parliament.” 

 

The ownership pillar in NEEEB includes ownership in all entities, including companies, close 

corporations, partnerships, and sole proprietorships. It also includes productive assets, which 

will include farms, rental properties, and many more. Prescribing a maximum ownership in such 

properties by empowerment beneficiaries requires a forced alienation of existing ownership. 

This is a denial of the protection of property rights as entrenched in this article. It is in fact a 

disguised method of coerced expropriation without just compensation, which is 

unconstitutional. A forced sale of ownership is unlikely to happen for “just” compensation. This 

is unconstitutional.      
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A business which requires and is refused a licence, permit or some other official document or 

authorisation to conduct certain economic activity is effectively forced to cease operations.  This 

forced closure is sanctioned by NEEEB. It further effectively denies the owner the right to 

bequeath such property to a white person, as the business owned by a white legatee will suffer 

a similar fate under NEEEB.  

 

• Administrative Justice (Article 18) 

 

“Administrative bodies and administrative officials shall act fairly and reasonably and comply 

with the requirements imposed upon such bodies and officials by common law and any relevant 

legislation, and persons aggrieved by the exercise of such acts and decisions shall have the right 

to seek redress before a competent Court or Tribunal.” 

 

Namibians will be subjected to arbitrary standards, affecting their total existence. Any attempt 

to “frustrate” the Commissioner in doing so, is punishable by 50 years in prison. There is no 

appeal procedure, and anything else but full compliance with any standard and directive issued 

may lead to criminal prosecution and imprisonment. 

 

• Education (Article 20) 

 

(4) “All persons shall have the right, at their own expense, to establish and to maintain private 

schools, or colleges or other institutions of tertiary education: provided that: … (d) no restrictions 

of whatever nature are imposed with respect to the recruitment of staff based on race or colour.” 

 

NEEEB will restrict, and potentially prohibit, non-beneficiaries’ access to jobs in providing 

education in private educational institutions.  

 

• Fundamental Freedoms (Article 21) 

 

“(1) All persons shall have the right to: 

(a) freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and other media; 

(b) freedom of thought, conscience and belief, which shall include academic freedom in 

institutions of higher learning; 

… 

(d) assemble peaceably and without arms;  

(e) freedom of association, which shall include freedom to form and join associations or unions, 

including trade unions and political parties; 

… 

 (j) practise any profession, or carry on any occupation, trade or business.” 

 

“Frustrating” the implementation of NEEEB is punishable by 50 years. The description of this 

criminal offense is so wide that written or spoken opinion against the law may potentially be 

regarded as “frustrating”.  
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“Anticipating” a finding by the Commissioner or investigator is punishable by 25 years.  

 

The right to free association will be infringed by NEEEB, as business owners will in future be 

excluded from partnering and doing business with persons of their choice. 

 

Lastly, as per sub-article (j) Namibians’ right to practice any profession and carry on any 

occupation, trade or business will be reduced, and potentially denied, based purely on race. This 

is unconstitutional.  

 

Paradoxically, NEEEB promotes apartheid, as it disincentivise NEEEB beneficiaries from being in 

business with white Namibians. The said mentioned is because participation and ownership by 

white people reduces the level of compliance of a business owned by black, coloured or Indian 

Namibians. 

 

• Limitation of rights and freedoms (Article 22)  

 

Article 22 does make provision for the limitation of the above-mentioned rights and freedoms, 

but then only if the law providing for such limitation is of general applicability (which NEEEB is 

not) and shall not negate from the essential content (which NEEEB does).  

 

NEEEB expressly states that standards may be of specific application (section 25(5). The law must 

also be specific and ascertainable on the extent of such limitation. The unlimited powers to set 

“requirements” under all pillars, including the ownership pillar, does not provide such certainty. 

It in fact provides for the most uncertain terms possible.    

 

Conversely, it can be argued that the Minister’s and Commissioner’s powers are so wide that it 

can be said with certainty that they may deny certain Namibians the full extent of the rights and 

freedoms discussed herein, based solely on their skin colour. This is in fact what NEEEB allows. 

 

The law limiting these rights and freedoms must identify the specific article in the Constitution 

which provides authority for such limitation. As discussed herein earlier in this report, NEEEB 

provides only Articles 23(2) and 95(a) as authority, and neither articles provide such authority. 

They are quoted in NEEEB solely based on the policymakers’ misinterpretation of both. Article 

23(2) only provides for a limitation of Article 10, and Article 95(a) provides for upliftment of 

woman while NEEEB explicitly excludes white woman. This is discussed in detail before. 

 

The legislator has thus not complied with the constitutional requirements to limit constitutional 

rights and freedoms as NEEEB aims to do, in a plethora of instances.   

 

• Apartheid and Affirmative Action (Article 23) 
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This article states that racial discrimination will be prohibited by an Act of Parliament. Parliament 

did pass such Act in the form of the Racial Discrimination Prohibition Act of 1991. NEEEB will 

override this law (as it supersedes all laws) to again make provision for racial discrimination. 

NEEEB is premised on racial discrimination.   

 

Propagation of practices of racial discrimination is criminally punishable under this article of the 

Constitution. There can be little doubt that NEEEB propagates racial discrimination. It in fact 

attempts to legitimise racial discrimination, again. Lawmakers should take note of this.  

 

NEEEB contains numerous other provisions which are unconstitutional and the above only serve 

as examples. EPRA is aware that the policymakers have been made aware of these and many 

other unconstitutionalities in NEEEB, as early as 2016. It is unfortunate that the policymakers 

still show no inclination to cure such unconstitutionalities.    

 

8. Limited Trading of Shares in Public Companies 

 

As shares in public companies are traded daily, and directorship is governed by the Companies 

Act, it is not understood how public companies will be able to comply with NEEEB standards. 

The limitation set by NEEEB will no doubt cause an additional burden on public companies, and 

especially the free trading of shares, which is the core purpose of registering a public company. 

This is likely to be a substantial burden on trading in shares and will reduce economic activity in 

the listed sphere.   

 

9. Breach of International Law  

 

All entities and productive assets will be subject to NEEEB. This logically includes entities and 

productive assets owned by foreign investors.  NEEEB also overrides all other laws, including 

laws governing Namibia’s relationship with other countries and foreign investors.  

 

Article 144 of the Constitution states: “Unless otherwise provided by this Constitution or Act of 

Parliament, the general rules of public international law and international agreements binding 

upon Namibia under this Constitution shall form part of the law of Namibia.”  

 

Namibia entered into investment treaties with several countries, which form part of the law of 

Namibia.  

 

For example, Namibia’s treaty with Malaysia states that investors from Malaysia shall receive 

treatment that is “fair and equitable, and not less favourable than that accorded to investments 

made by investors [in Namibia]” - Article 3(1).  

 

NEEEB provides that empowerment beneficiaries receive far more favourable investment 

conditions, and in fact restricts investment by Malaysians, as much as it restricts investments by 

local white Namibians – for Malaysians are not empowerment beneficiaries. The treaty also 
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guarantees that expropriation shall not happen based on discrimination [(Article 4(b)], and that 

the investor will be appropriately compensated [(Article 4(c)].  

 

NEEEB provides for a scheme that amounts to nothing else but expropriation, without 

guaranteed just compensation, and without government getting its hands dirty by doing the 

expropriation itself.   

 

Similar treaties are in place with Austria, Germany, France, and several other countries, which 

treaties contain the same or similar clauses. 

 

NEEEB is unconstitutional in that it breaches these treaties, which our constitution states have 

the same legitimacy as our domestic laws.  

 

Due to new requirements in local ownership, most wholly internationally owned companies will 

have to close should they not be willing to alienate ownership to Namibian empowerment 

beneficiaries. Very few large international companies will be willing to do so, as they are also 

not required to do so in other countries. This will cause substantial increase in unemployment, 

reduction in economic activity, and a substantially reduction in the availability of international 

products and services.  

 

Most concerning is the broken trust. Foreign countries have realised that Namibia cannot be 

trusted to honour its treaties, and to protect property rights. The consequences of reduced 

investment, and dismal economic performance since 2016 is now well documented.  

 

10. Laws Not for Proper Purpose  

 

Namibians were recently shocked by the revelation that legislation (the Marine Resources Act) 

was (and can again be) used for corrupt purposes, with approval from Parliament (legalised 

corruption). So, for instance, legislation was passed to allow for increased quotas to the now 

infamous Fishcor, a SOE and thus a public entity, which stands in the centre of a grand scheme 

of corruption. An institution of extraction (see an explanation of this construct in Part 3 

hereunder) was created to benefit a few, at the expense of the rest of the population. It is 

estimated that Namibia lost N$2.5 billion in natural resources through this corrupt scheme.   

 

The true intent of NEEEB is similarly in question.  

 

As there is no mechanism to ensure that poor people will benefit, the logical conclusion is that 

a small portion of the already empowered will benefit, like with so many BEE schemes before. 

NEEEB beneficiaries who may initially benefit may be those in the business of receiving 

mandatory pension fund and long-term insurance investments. The said mentioned has been 

made possible under the “unlisted investments” regulations applicable to all pension funds and 

long-term insurers. It must be noted that Namibia is the only country in the world which 

enforces such minimum per-asset investment requirement.  It is now a new development in 
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South Africa, which is highly contested mainly because it may amount to unconstitutional 

expropriation of private savings/assets.  

 

NEEEB may also initially benefit those in the business of peddling in ownership of established 

and successful (current) businesses. If a business is forced to change ownership, or face eminent 

closure, the selling price is automatically reduced to below the market value which would have 

been applicable if such forced alienation was not in force.  

 

A question which remains unanswered since 2016 is: Who in government is really pushing for 

NEEEB? It is unlikely that “the people” of Namibia are. Several opposition parties have already 

expressed their disapproval of NEEEB. There was no outcry, and these parties performed well. 

It is therefore unlikely that there is a populous drive behind NEEEB. As many tens of thousands 

of Namibians have experienced the consequences of this policy since 2016, in the form of major 

job losses, it is unlikely that there is support for this policy even amongst the poor, unemployed 

Namibians.  

 

Since 2016 there is sufficient evidence that NEEEB, and especially now the newest version, will 

cause even deeper contraction in the economy, and possibly total economic collapse. The first 

who have suffered since 2016 were the workers, those who were retrenched as companies 

started to fail. Workers will be the first to suffer as NEEEB becomes law, and distrust in Namibia 

as investment destination grows.        

 

As we now have the benefit of hindsight, with economic data of the previous five years showing 

dismal investment figures, substantial business closures and major job losses, why is NEEEB still 

pursued, and for whose benefit? 

 

The following part contains extracts from a recent study of several constructs, drivers and 

contributors that may influence Namibia’s future, to become a prosperous or a failed state. It 

concludes with some results from a recent survey by EPRA on the sustainability of the private 

sector. 
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PART THREE – QUO VADIS, NAMIBIA?  

 

1. Introduction   

 

This part provides some constructs, extracts and research results from a recent study for the 

development of possible scenarios for Namibia’s future by 20403 and concludes with some 

results of a recent survey conducted by EPRA. The survey results are provided in amplification 

of the research on possible scenarios for Namibia’s future.     

 

2. Research Abstract 

 

The aim of the research was to develop scenarios for Namibia’s possible futures by the year 

2040. From the literature review and primary data collected, scenarios were developed based 

on the Double Variable 4Q model.  

To assess Namibia’s possible futures the secondary research objectives were:  

• to assess to what extent the desire for dignity and recognition may influence future 

government policies relating to the economy and human development;  

• to assess how possible government policies may shape Namibia’s future;  

• to assess how support for the rule of law, or derogation therefrom, may shape Namibia’s 

future; and  

• to assess whether Namibia may in future become, or avoid becoming, a predatory state. 

From the literature review and primary data obtained, five main factors were identified that will 

probably have a substantial impact on Namibia’s future. They are corruption, the quality of 

education and vocational skills development, the prudent management of the economy, a policy 

environment which enables private sector growth, and the role of party politics in policymaking.  

An assessment of these factors through the Influence Matrix methodology showed that the only 

critical factor among these factors is the role of party politics in policymaking. The influence 

value of the other four factors was almost equal. As a result, all five factors were combined into 

two variables, namely the non-acquisitive state vs the predatory state, and regressive policies 

vs progressive policies. From these variables, four scenarios were developed on a 4Q model. 

They are called the Highway, Dirt Road, Cul-de-Sac, and Service Road scenarios.  

Based on the research results, Namibia probably already finds herself slightly in the Cul-de-Sac 

scenario, and substantial effort and unpopular decisions will have to be made if Namibia is to 

stand a chance at reaching the preferable scenario, the Highway scenario, by 2040. To reach this 

preferred scenario some proposed actions were provided in the Scenario Transfer section of the 

Research Report.   

 
3 De Klerk, E. (2020). Quo Vadis Namibia? The development of scenarios to provide more insight into where Namibia 
may find herself by 2040 (MPhil Futures Studies - Research Report). University of Stellenbosch Business School, 
South Africa.   
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3. Introduction to Research Report 

 

The concepts of progress, success, and failure are relative terms, and the definitions of these 

terms, in assessing a country’s possible futures, are subjective. Academics have, however, 

identified several constructs that can be accepted as indicators for progress, and ultimately 

success, or in the absence of progress and success, failure. These constructs include economic 

achievement (Lister, 2011; Vandemoortele & Bird, 2010), human development (Frankel, 2012; 

United Nations Development Programme [UNDP], 1990), rule of law (Miller, 2010) and the 

dignity and acknowledgement of individuals and groups (Fukuyama, 2018).  

The future of Namibia’s economy and human development is directly dependent on the policy 

direction that the government takes from time to time. Support for the rule of law and enforcing 

respect and acknowledgement of individuals can however not be controlled directly through 

legislation. Progress cannot be designed (by law) and its direction cannot be anticipated; 

progress is a hope that originates in the protection of human freedom. The rule of law is strict 

about protecting freedom (Miller, 2010). Government policy can, however, derogate from the 

rule of law, through coercion of individuals and groups, for instance, to attempt to engineer 

social justice. According to Von Hayek (1960), such policies will be a synthetic construct of a new 

body of morals, rather than spontaneous, undirected growth, which underlies the true evolution 

of societal morals. Coercion can therefore not bring about substantive equality and 

inclusiveness.       

Government policy thus directly influences Namibia’s future economy and human development. 

It may also indirectly, and negatively, affect upholding of the rule of law and injure respect and 

recognition, for example, through coercive policies.  

It is also possible that government policy is not aimed at influencing the above constructs, but 

rather for the benefit of a small group who obtain their wealth through political power. This is a 

characteristic of a predatory state (Vahabi, 2016). In these circumstances, future policy direction 

is erratic and impossible to foresee. Policy uncertainty is the primary reason advanced by 

international rating agencies for their numerous downgrades of Namibia’s investment grade 

since 2016, well into junk status, with a remaining negative outlook.  

Namibia’s investment rating is not the only country indicator with a negative outlook. The 

Afrobarometer surveys, which were conducted in Namibia since 1999, indicate that numerous 

indicators on the economy, democracy, and governance have declined substantially from 2014 

to 2019. Corruption Perceptions indices by Transparency International 1998-2020, indicate that 

Namibia, with the most significant statistical value (representing the mean and mode) of 4.5 out 

of 10 (55% corrupt) did not improve in terms of corruption and governance over a period of 23 

years (Coetzee, 2021). The implementation of NEEEB in the already corrupt Namibian culture, 

will enable an increase in abuse of power and will further deteriorate investment and increase 

inequality. 

Namibia’s socio-economic circumstances, demographics, and of late, protectionist and 

redistributive policies (other than a progressive tax system), are still largely dictated by her 
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history, and more particularly her history found in the oppressive apartheid regime. To reach 

the objective of this research, Namibia’s history must be understood, especially when 

researching the constructs of dignity, recognition, and the rule of law.  

Since Independence, Namibia has performed well in numerous areas. For example, in terms of 

reducing poverty, expanding most industries, increasing investment in education, establishing 

advanced financial markets, growing the economy, improving equal opportunities for 

indigenous and indigent people, protecting human rights, and upholding the rule of law (to a 

large extent). 

Despite these gains and many other great achievements, Namibia currently finds herself at a 

crucial junction in the road. Several recent political, economic, and socio-economic trends are 

raising concern that Namibia is eroding its past successes and could possibly become a failed 

state.   

Kovacs (2012) defined a failed state as a state which not only performs poorly in the economic 

environment, but which displays a breakdown of the viability and legitimacy of the state itself. 

Since 2010, Namibia’s government debt-to-gross domestic product (GDP) ratio increased 

substantially and a further, significant increase in debt is budgeted for future years. The public 

wage bill relative to the GDP is among the highest in the world. Decreasing the public wage bill 

is nearly impossible, as the ruling party, firmly in control of the government, fears a decrease in 

support, and a fall from power.  Income inequality in Namibia is among the highest in the world.  

Educational outcomes in the public education system are extremely poor. Institutions are weak, 

lack capacity, are underfunded and politically undermined. In addition, trust in the judiciary and 

support for democracy is declining. A past regime of racial segregation and discrimination, which 

purposefully obstructed equal opportunity for all, still lingers in the Namibian psyche. The said 

mentioned probably contributed to many of the country’s lingering challenges, most notably a 

lack of national identity.  

Despite Namibia’s gains over the first two decades since independence, most trends over the 

previous decade indicate a bleak future ahead, and possibly, a “failed state” status by 2040. 

However, this does not have to be Namibia’s future. 

4. Key Constructs 

 

It is assumed that success or failure in achieving economic growth and human development may 

be material factors in assessing scenarios for Namibia’s future. By assessing peer-reviewed, 

academic articles and published books, the following constructs underlying these indicators 

were examined: rule of law vs coercion, freedom vs, engineering social justice (or social 

outcomes or substantive equality), identity politics, recognition as driver of national policy vs  

identity politics, distributive and nationalist policies, open economy, coerced redistribution of 

wealth, and the predatory state.     

Rule of Law and Coercion 
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Von Hayek provided a rich contribution to the understanding of what constitutes progression 

and what causes a society to progress – the ultimate “ideal” being the construct of rule of law.  

He advocated for freedom, which is the absence of coercion from government, with exceptions 

such as paying taxes and military conscription, which he argues is justified for the common good 

of a civilisation (Miller, 2010, p. 20).   

 

The purpose of rules (laws) is to confine an individual’s actions to the range within which we are 

able to foresee relevant consequences and to prevent us from overstepping those limits. It is 

because of such boundaries that our causal knowledge about the likely consequences of a 

particular course of action can serve us effectively. These rules enable the individual actor, when 

caught up in the emotions of the moment, to avoid actions of a kind for which the foreseeable 

results seemed desirable, but which were likely to lead to the destruction of the order on which 

the achievements of the human race rested (Miller, 2010, p. 69).   

 

Von Hayek stated that rule of law (not to be confused with rules of law) is the highest ideal of 

success, where freedom is guaranteed through applying rules, fairly and equally, to curtail 

coercion and allow for innovation, individual growth, and societal progress (Miller, 2010, p. 102). 

Progress itself cannot be designed and its direction cannot be anticipated. The best hope is to 

protect human freedom, and the rule of law is strictly about protecting individual freedom (p. 

106). 

 

According to Von Hayek, the biggest distraction from the rule of law in history came when 

governments created for themselves powers to shape social relations deliberately (i.e. in Nazi 

Germany), according to some ideal of social justice. Opinion soon turned against free institutions 

making them incapable of serving their intended aims (Miller, 2010, 107). True law safeguards 

the private sphere, is known and certain, applies generally and equally, and requires an 

independent judiciary (p. 122). Policies that do not serve a free society, and thus the rule of law, 

are policies that cannot be achieved by merely enforcing general rules but, out of necessity, 

involve arbitrary discrimination between persons (p. 137).        

 

Lister (2011, p. 29) argued that Von Hayek is a closet egalitarian liberal who reaches inegalitarian 

conclusions only via equivocation and implausible empirical claims. Lister does, however, admit 

that one lesson Von Hayek has to teach us, is that markets and private property rights are 

important not only because they are efficient at producing wealth, but because they involve 

people, with very different values and purposes, who manages to cooperate in generally 

beneficial ways despite their many disagreements about how society ought to allocate its 

resources. Lister concluded that it would be a mistake to ignore the tremendous creativity and 

innovation that markets and private property permit.   

 

Institutional strength and independence are crucial for a country’s success. Von Hayek regarded 

the rule of law as the “ideal” goal in society (as discussed below) and argued that the rule of law 

cannot be upheld without institutions supporting it (Miller, 2019, p. 110). Fukuyama (2018, p. 
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47) added that the rule of law also serves the principle of equality by applying rules equally to 

all citizens, including those who hold the highest political offices within the system. 

 

Frankel (2012, p. 18) further argued that the quality of institutions, especially for protecting 

property rights and the rule of law, is the fundamental factor that determines which countries 

experience good performance and which do not. He also stated that it is futile to recommend 

good macroeconomic or microeconomic policies if the institutional structure is not sufficient to 

support it. It can be assumed that Von Hayek and Fukuyama will agree with Frankel.   

 

Engineering Social Outcomes  

 

Von Hayek steadfastly opposed policies that aim at wealth redistribution or “social justice” 

engineering. His sharpest criticism of the socialistic welfare state is based on its use of wealth 

redistribution to achieve social justice. There is a deep conflict between the ideal of freedom 

and the desire to “correct” the distribution of incomes to make it more “just”. 

 

The pursuit of distributive justice cannot follow general rules. It requires that all resources 

should be centrally allocated according to the aims and knowledge of the planning authority. 

Eventually, it leads to command economy (such as in communism). The rule of law ‘checks’ this 

pursuit at every turn. It serves freedom by precluding all those measures which would be 

necessary to ensure that individuals will be rewarded according to another’s conception of merit 

or reward rather than according to the value that their services have for their fellows (Miller, 

2010, p. 148). 

 

To secure freedom, the state should avoid coercing citizens unnecessarily and should also 

prevent them from coercing each other. The welfare state fails on both counts. Its social security 

and taxation policies are inherently coercive, and it fails to prevent labour unions from coercing 

workers. Moreover, the welfare state’s monetary policy is highly inflationary, and its policies on 

natural resource use, education, and scientific research tend to inhibit progress (Miller, 2010, p. 

148). Namibia can be categorised as complying with the indicators of a welfare state, and her 

recent, exorbitant increase in government debt bears witness to Von Hayek’s argument on 

inflationary outcomes. 

 

Individual freedom can for very plausible reasons be placed at the centre of long-term growth 

in a civilisation; freedom equals progress (Miller, 2010:49). On progress, Von Hayek explains that 

if a new way proves to be effective, others may imitate it. The selection by imitation of successful 

institutions and habits is decisive for social evolution. In the past, society’s growth has depended 

on an unconscious process of trying new things, learning, imitation, selection, and adaptation; 

and this remains largely true even with the emergence of reason. Von Hayek explains intellectual 

progress in terms of this broader process of social evolution. Advances in thought depend 

fundamentally on man’s unconscious adaptation to changed material conditions and thus on 

freedom of action (Miller, 2010, p. 50).  
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Laws should not attempt to engineer outcomes (or social justice), as laws can by nature not 

determine outcomes. Instead, laws should only allow free action, and society will determine the 

outcomes within that freedom. This, according to Von Hayek, is what is required for “peaceful 

progress”, free of coercion. Coercion will not end peacefully and is unlikely to stimulate progress 

(Miller, 2010, p. 53). 

 

Von Hayek further argued that people are unequal because of nature and nurture, and coercion 

(to obtain equality, or social justice) is evil precisely because it eliminates an individual as a 

thinking and valuing person and makes him or her a bare tool in the achievement of the ends of 

another (Miller, 2010, p. 78). In this context, Fukuyama (2018, p. 48) also stated that the 

effective recognition of citizens as equal adults with the capacity to make political choices is a 

minimal condition for being a liberal democracy. Authoritarian governments, by contrast, fail to 

recognise the equal dignity of their citizens – they may pretend to do so by flowery constitutions, 

but the reality is different.  

 

A modern market economy depends on the free movement of labour, capital, and ideas from 

places where they are abundant to places where they can earn a higher return (Fukuyama, 

2018). The universal recognition offered by liberal societies was particularly conducive to 

capitalist development since it protected individuals’ freedom to engage in commerce from the 

state and preserved their right to own private property. It is thus not surprising that liberalism 

became the handmaiden of economic growth.      

 

Coercion cannot be used as a tool to bring about substantive equality (Miller, 2010, p. 80), there 

must be opportunities for all, and everyone must be ensured the same prospect of success (p. 

82). People’s value can only be rewarded by the market – and the government has the duty to 

facilitate that free market, not to pursue social justice (which, according to Von Hayek, cannot 

happen through rules). This statement is a sin in the Namibian, South African, and Zimbabwean 

political context, but there are numerous global examples of its accuracy, and unlikely a single 

example of its fallacy.      

 

Policies of collectivisation are open to substantial critique for such policies have not only failed 

miserably in the past century, but they have also caused the death of hundreds of millions of 

people, mostly through starvation (Peterson, 2017). He provided the situation in Ukraine in the 

1930s as one of several examples. He explained that when dealing with human productivity, the 

general rule is that 10% of people produce at least 90% of the goods, and past attempts to 

equalise this by way of collectivism, and to protect proletarians, have caused far greater 

hardship than the original inequality as a burden to society.  

Socialism is also a topic that Von Hayek addressed while providing possible solutions within his 

constructs of societal progress and the ideal state, in which an individual is free of coercion (by 

the government or otherwise) outside of the realm of the rule of law (Miller, 2010, p. 127). 

Socialism will fail, if only as a result of such coercion and lack of freedom within the rule of law.  
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Socialism has reached a dead end of sorts: “the ever-expanding welfare state is set to run into 

fiscal constraints”, (Fukuyama, 2018, p. 112). Governments respond by printing more money 

(for the private sector has disappeared and taxes have dried up) and soon inflation overruns the 

country, causing large-scale poverty almost instantaneously. Redistributive programs create 

perverse incentives that discourage work, savings, and entrepreneurship, which then limit the 

size of the pie available for redistribution (Fukuyama, 2018). Zimbabwe serves as an excellent 

example to confirm these theories.   

Socialism can only be effective in extremely small communities, and as societies grew larger, it 

has failed to sustain such societies (Miller, 2010, p. 70). He stated that socialists stopped 

referring to themselves as such. They abandoned the programme of nationalisation and instead 

promoted the idea of wealth redistribution, which all along had been their true aim. The new, 

nameless socialism resembles the old in its advocacy of central planning and economic control, 

and its guiding ideal – achieving social justice – remains the same. What has changed is its 

method (Miller, 2010, p. 146). Von Hayek does not believe that socialism allows for “novelty” 

which in his opinion is crucial for the progress of civilisation (Miller, 2010, 74). 

These arguments form an important part of the fundamental premises researched. Several 

negative economic and socio-economic trends in Namibia of late have coincided with the 

government increasing its drive towards nationalism, collectivism, and redistributive policies.    

Identity Politics and the Want for Recognition 

Economic inequalities had arisen over the past 50 or so years and today have become a major 

factor in contemporary politics (Fukuyama, 2018:11). Economic grievances become much more 

acute when they are attached to feelings of indignity and lack of recognition. The underlying 

debate is thus about dignity and recognition, and less about material wealth. What is often 

lacking in the debate is pragmatic job creation initiatives, as opposed to the distribution of 

wealth. Being employed not just conveys resources but brings with it recognition from the rest 

of society that one is doing something socially valuable. Someone paid for doing nothing has no 

basis for pride (Fukuyama, 2018, p. 84).      

In his assessment of “identity”, Fukuyama (2018) analysed one of the deep driving forces of man, 

with the word “man” in itself an injustice to woman, according to his construct of identity 

politics. He broadly defined “identity” as the ultimate driving force (or recognition, as per Hegel’s 

understanding of the ultimate driver of human history) directing people’s feelings, upon which 

they base decisions and upon which they act. Ultimately identity is a deep and untiring desire 

for respect and recognition. Even the roots of greed and corruption can be found in the desire 

for respect and recognition when people believe that material wealth can buy respect and 

recognition (Fukuyama, 2018). In an increasingly consumerist and competitive world, this belief 

is understandable. 

Self-esteem and the desire for respect give rise to identity politics (Fukuyama, 2018). Although, 

according to him, identity politics did result in some positive policies, Fukuyama regards the 

biggest disadvantage of identity politics as the lack of tolerance, rationality, and open 
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communication that these politics often result in (Fukuyama, 2018, p. 122). Preoccupation with 

identity has clashed with the need for deliberative discourse. The focus on lived experiences by 

identify groups valorises inner selves that are experienced emotionally, rather than examined 

rationality (p. 117).     

In 2004, the Namibian government issued a vision statement, setting out Namibia’s goals by 

2030 in a strategy document called Vision 2030 (Government of the Republic of Namibia, 2004). 

The vision was that by 2030 there would be a sound macroeconomic environment that attracts 

and maintains private financial and investors to Namibia. According to the vision, a condition of 

high economic growth would exist, which would place Namibia in a “high”-income category. All 

Namibian workers would earn decent wages which would allow them to lead a life well above 

the poverty level. “We now live very well as a people” (Government of the Republic of Namibia, 

2004, p. 28). This vision indeed reflects a state of dignity, as advocated for by Fukuyama (2018, 

p. xiii). It also describes a state that is able to provide individual recognition, which Hegel argues 

is the main driver of human history (Fukuyama, 2018, p. 10).    

 

Predatory States  

 

Predatory states capture assets by some form of coercion leading to involuntary redistribution, 

including state confiscation, expropriation, extortion, and theft (Vahabi). His description of the 

predatory state closely resembles the construct of extractive institutions (Acemoglu & Robinson, 

2012, p. 398). Such institutions keep countries poor and prevent economic growth. The basis of 

these institutions is an elite who designs economic institutions to enrich themselves and 

perpetuate their power at the expense of the majority in society. Zimbabwe, among many 

others, is an example of a country overtaken by extractive institutions (Acemoglu and Robinson, 

2012).     

 

In Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Namibia, the noble concept of “helping those left behind”, based 

solely on race, has in recent years been transformed into policies of the coercive redistribution 

of wealth. This contributed to economic decline and substantial investor distrust. Such policies 

are marketed as the solution(s) to the greater part of society being poor and left behind by 

previous oppressive regimes. These policies are criticised for ultimately benefiting only a small 

group in the society, at the expense of the society as a whole, as predicted by Vahabi (2016, p. 

153) as part of his “predatory theory”, and as stated by Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) to be 

the common and real reason behind extractive institutions. 

“Success” vs “Failure” 

From the literature review and after researching states such as South Korea, Zimbabwe and 

Mauritius the Research Report states that the study of a country’s possible future success or 

failure is a far more complex endeavour than simply assessing economic policy or political 

stability. It involves a far deeper understanding of constructs such as identity, rule of law, 

coercion vs freedom, and the elements of a predatory state and an open economy.  
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The causes and results of identity politics need to be understood, especially in its creation of a 

specific type of leadership and the policies designed by such leadership. Judging from what 

constitutes societal progress, success and failure, and by comparing it to Namibia’s recent 

trends, it appears that Namibia has recently embarked on a path of becoming a predatory state, 

which may end in failure, the failed state. 

Countries are more likely to succeed: 

• If they build a strong national identity that unifies all citizens, instead of dividing them into 

ever-increasing smaller groups demanding special, group collective, exclusive rights. 

• If they adopt structures that guarantee inclusivity in policymaking, instead of structures 

aimed at excluding certain groups.  

• If they build a strong culture based on accepting the rule of law, which, crucially, should 

guarantee equal treatment of all citizens and protect property rights for all. 

• If countries elect to provide freedom for all to prosper, instead of forcefully coercing the 

prosperous to redistribute wealth (taxes being accepted). 

• If governments are not corrupt, and the gains from successes are responsibly deployed to 

increase human development, especially education.  

• If they have competent, visionary leaders to make all of the above possible. 

On the contrary, countries are more likely to fail: 

• If leaders elect to spend time on creating divisive identity politics instead of building a 

strong national identity. 

• If leaders fail to put in place and fully support strong institutions of democracy, to 

sustainably guide a sensible economic strategy and to continuously ensure political 

participation. 

• If governments become predatory states, where wealth is gained from political power and 

benefits are diverted to a smaller group within the population.  

• Where the rule of law is not upheld, and laws are made that are not generally applicable 

to all or aim to give one group in a population a benefit over another. 

• Where governments fail to invest in human development, especially quality education for 

all, which is crucial for instilling respect and national identity. 

 

5. Research Results of Scenario Planning for Namibia 

 

The research included data collection by way of key informant interviews with three broad 

categories of informants: A) Policymakers in government, B) Non-governmental (independent) 

experts in the fields of economics, political science, social welfare, human development, and C) 

Civil society organisations operating in the fields of educational, policy research, protection of 

the rule of law, regulatory bodies, law development, human rights, economics, and social 

welfare.     
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Government showed very limited interest to participate in the research and very few results 

were received.  

 

Participation by independent experts and civil society organisations was good.  

 

The interview questionnaire consisted of 46 questions aimed to inform the following secondary 

research objectives:  

 

• to assess to what extent the desire for dignity and recognition may influence future 

government policies relating to the economy and human development;  

• to assess how possible government policies may shape Namibia’s future;  

• to assess how support for the rule of law, or derogation therefrom, may shape Namibia’s 

future; and  

• to assess whether Namibia may in future become, or avoid becoming, a predatory state.  

 

Several factors that may possibly influence different futures, as informed by the literature 

review, were integrated in the questions. They included Namibia’s current and anticipated 

trajectory compared to Vision 2030 (and specific goal as stated before), unemployment, labour 

policies, social grants, dignity and recognition, most probable  indicators of a predatory state, 

redistribution of wealth, the free market economy, contributors to the previous five (5)-year 

economic decline, standards of education, rule of law, the enabling environment for economic 

growth, alleviation of poverty, and factors that are likely to play a dominant role in Namibia’s 

demise, or success by 2040.      

 

A summary of the results is provided under the topics that follow.  

 

The rule of law and the free market 

 

There was strong support for the rule of law in Namibia, also from the government. This is a 

positive outcome of this research that should not be underestimated, for as long as the 

principles of the rule of law is upheld, a country is unlikely to become a failed state, and it always 

has a chance of changing course towards a more prosperous future.   

 

Support for the free-market economy was strong, although many respondents stated that 

Namibia lacks a free-market economy due to government policies subduing the free market, 

and continuous government encroachment on, and competition with the free market. The 

latter, some respondents argued, is because of a strong, albeit covert, drive within the current 

government to turn Namibia into a socialist state, destroying the enabling environment required 

for the economy to grow and resolve many of the socio-economic issues Namibia faced of late.  

Although the drive for freedom and the rule of law is evident from daily reports in the media, 

too few policymakers elected to be interviewed to obtain verification on this issue. 
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Unfortunately, as the government continues to grow and encroach on the private sector. This 

trend cannot be halted by the rule of law, as legal or constitutional principles do not prohibit 

government to intervene in and encroach on the freedom needed by the private sector to make 

profit. It does also not prohibit politicians and public officials from personally competing in the 

private sector. However, these politicians and officials set the rules by which the private sector 

operates. Politicians, government officials, and ultimately the government itself can act as 

player and referee simultaneously.    

 

 What is required for a better future? 

 

According to the respondents, the main issues to be addressed to achieve a better future follow. 

Poor educational outcomes, rampant corruption, the lack of an enabling policy environment for 

private sector growth, a lack of investment in human development, a bloated and inefficient 

public service, a lack of nationhood because of exclusive policies and political rhetoric, and 

economic mismanagement.   

 

What is foreseen as the most probable future? 

 

There was overwhelming doubt that Namibia can turn the current tide of economic demise, 

rampant corruption, poor educational outcomes, and economic mismanagement. Many 

respondents argued that this will only be possible through political change, which must result in 

mature, competent leadership, a drastic overhaul of the public service and educational sector, 

an enabling environment for the private sector to grow, and an efficient regulated free market 

system to unlock opportunities for all.  

 

As per the construct of a predatory state, many indicators show that, under the current ruling 

party, Namibia has taken the turn to become a predatory state. In such a state, state policy aims 

to serve only a few, while corruption consumes society and severely hampers human 

development and progress in general. Respondents did not foresee a change in this trend under 

the current regime.  

 

Unfortunately, too few policymakers have elected to participate in this research to express their 

opinion on the future of Namibia. However, from numerous sources reporting on the current 

government’s intended policies and increasing, rampant corruption reported almost daily, the 

experts and CSOs probably had a realistic view of Namibia’s likely future, as bleak as it may 

appear. 

 

Key drivers 

 

The probable key drivers of different futures that emanated from this research are (in no specific 

order): 

1. corruption; 

2. quality of education and vocational skills development; 
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3. economic prudence; 

4. a policy environment that enables private sector growth; and 

5. the role of party politics in policymaking. 

 

These drivers were assessed and unpacked to develop four possible scenarios for Namibia by 

2040. The driving variables were the “predatory state” versus the “non-acquisitive state” on one 

axis of the 4Q model, and “regressive policy” versus “progressive policy” on the other axis.  

 

The preferable scenario (the “Highway”) lies in the quadrant where “non-acquisitive state” 

overlaps with “progressive policy”. The worst, and most probable scenario (the “Cul-de-Sac”) 

lies in the quadrant where “predatory state” overlaps with “regressive policy”.  

 

6. Description of Scenarios 

 

Two of the four scenarios are described hereunder, the preferable scenario, or Highway, and 

the most probable (based in the research data) scenario, the Cul-de-Sac. The other scenarios not 

included herein were the Dirt Road and the Service Road.   

 

The Highway 

 

The highway has space for all. Everybody knows where they are going, and signboards to the 

destination are big and clear. The road is well maintained, and a pleasure to travel on. Although 

some travel faster than others, all are moving towards the same destination. Travellers show 

respect to all their fellow road users. Emergency services and roadside assistance are excellent, 

and travellers find comfort in that. Traffic flows well and travellers do not fear unexpected 

adverse conditions in the road ahead. Instead, they know that the road will be well maintained 

right up to their destination.          

 

The government is honest and truly serves the people. An extremely tough stance is taken 

against corruption and law enforcement and anti-corruption agencies are independent and well 

capacitated to fight corruption without fear or favour. The government has changed the laws to 

enable this ability to self-governance of individuals, to ensure meritorious appointments, and to 

guarantee sufficient funding to those agencies. In addition, unjust self-enrichment by politicians 

and government officials has become the ultimate sin in the eyes of both the Namibian civil 

society and government officials.  

 

Namibia has an open economy, attractive to both investors as well as the best-skilled workers 

the world has to offer. The private sector is flourishing, demanding more labour and more skills. 

This increases the quality of education, which the government caters for in the public education 

sector by prudent investment in human capital – investment that continues to increase as the 

growing private sector continues to pay more taxes. Taxes are increased merely from its 

expansion of the private sector, and not by increasing tax rates. Namibia’s tax rates have become 
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among the most attractive in the world, especially the corporate tax rate. This spurs further 

economic growth and increased tax revenue.  

 

The national budget is carefully balanced to ensure responsible spending on development and 

to support the destitute, especially those who do not have much opportunity to advance their 

circumstances, such as the disabled and the elderly. Welfare is coupled to training, to assist 

those in need of welfare to accumulate sufficient skills to partake in the free market economy. 

As a result, people feel increasingly dignified because they can take responsibility for their own 

lives, as they become more skilled and the demand for their labour increases. The expanding 

economy and enabling environment to incentivise increasingly experienced people to venture 

into entrepreneurship, becoming business owners and employers in their own right. This further 

increases the tax revenue and allows for more investment in quality public education, 

healthcare, and housing.      

 

Namibia has a strong national identity and party politics do not overshadow the national vision 

and agenda of prosperity. People do not fear political change, as there is a certainty that the 

government will pursue a rational, common national agenda, irrespective of which party is in 

control. A career in politics, interests only those with a desire to serve the people and pursue 

the agreed national agenda, not those who wish to become rich. The avenues to become rich 

through politics were closed as Namibia clamped down on corruption.  

 

Government values the growth in the private sector, as it understands that all investment in the 

public good, and especially welfare, is fully funded by private sector growth. The private sector 

is therefore government’s most important development partner, and the private sector is 

consulted meaningfully on all proposed policy decisions.  

 

Leadership is inclusive and there is a system in place that ensures that no minority group is 

excluded at any level of policymaking. There are no laws that discriminate against any specific 

portion of the society, for any reason. It is engrained in the Namibian psyche that all Namibians 

are heading in the same direction, and are contributing towards a prosperous future, no matter 

their means or the size of the contribution they can make. Meritocracy is valued in both the 

private sector and the government, which increases efficiency and quality of services.      

 

Local and international investors have certainty in Namibia’s policy direction, and her 

investment environment appears extremely attractive. It is especially Namibia’s open economy 

that is attractive. It is not a threat, but an opportunity, as its balance of trade is positive due to 

an industrious and innovative private sector, fully supported by the government. Namibia can 

add value to its natural resources and is thus able to produce and export more than it imports.    

 

Namibia has a sound macroeconomic environment that attracts and maintains private financial 

and real investors in the country. Exchange control measures are minimal, and unnecessary, as 

people prefer to invest in Namibia. This makes Namibia even more attractive to investors.  

Namibia experiences high economic growth, which places the country in a high-income 
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category. All workers earn decent wages that allow them to live a life well above the poverty 

level and all people are living very well. This is Vision 2030, that can be realised in the year 2040. 

    

The Cul-de-Sac 

 

A cul-de-sac is a dead-end road. Unlike some nice-looking cul-de-sacs, this one is terrible. 

Travellers mostly find themselves there by accident. There is little to find but disrepair and filth. 

Those who find themselves there are mostly confused and desperately looking for a way out. 

There is only one way out, and that is by making a complete U-turn. Those who stay on this road 

have no options – nowhere to go. If they thought that this was a highway, they now find out 

that it is the highway to hell. They stay in disbelief and squalor. Travellers who know of this road 

avoid it at all cost. This road has nothing to offer but confusion, and despair. 

 

The predatory state has taken over completely. Corruption is the “new normal” in Namibia and 

the only way of operating in most business areas. Policies and laws are designed to benefit those 

in power, who become rich from ill-gotten gains, until there is little left to steal. The population’s 

only hope is handouts from the few rich political elites, which will only come in exchange for 

votes. That is if one can still consider this road as democracy, for corruption has infiltrated the 

electoral system, ensuring perpetual power to the corrupt political elite of the day.  

 

The nation stands divided, as the elite chose to divide and conquer. The only chance of breaking 

free from destitution is to join the predatory state, to toe the party line of corruption, and to 

work your way up in an immoral system that promises economic gain – should you achieve 

sufficient political power.  

 

Any form of dissent is violently squashed, and people are punished, in terms of the laws 

promulgated by the predatory state, if they voice any critique against the government or any of 

its leaders. The freedom of the press is severely constrained, and the government often lashes 

out against the press and tries to pass laws that curtail the freedom of the press and social media 

usage.   

 

People are regularly reminded that the ruling party is the only hope they have for peace, 

stability, and survival. The Namibian state has strong diplomatic ties with other predatory states, 

and they will always support each other no matter what.  

 

Any visible failure is immediately blamed on outside forces and “enemies and detractors”. Any 

international critique of the predatory state is condemned by the Namibian government as an 

attempt to destabilise a sovereign country and to recolonise it.         

 

The judiciary has also been infiltrated by corruption. A judgment critical of the Namibian 

government is almost inconceivable, and if it does happen, the judge mysteriously resigns or 

retires, or is deported shortly thereafter. Property rights are not guaranteed, and populist 

policies aimed at expropriation and reduction of the rights of property owners are rife. The 
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common law is developing into a protection mechanism for the state, through the disingenuous 

interpretation of the Constitution by the courts. The courts also find ways to expand the 

government’s powers in the Constitution instead of protecting the constitutional rights of the 

citizens.    

 

The security cluster is employed to spy on civilians, especially those critical of the government, 

and whistle-blowers who intend to expose the government’s corruption. Politicians employ the 

politically captured institutions to victimise any person or entity that they perceive to be 

standing in the way of the government or the ruling party. Such Namibians live in constant fear 

of reprisal and their voices are almost always silenced.    

 

The private sector has almost disappeared, and the little that is left also belongs to politicians 

and their cronies, directly or through proxies. The ruling party’s private sector enterprises, 

funded by public funds, continue to expand through substantial preferential treatment from the 

government.   

 

There is no hope for investment to revive or for the private sector to grow, as policies pose too 

much of a risk for any rational investor. The only space open for “investment” is the selling of 

resources to corrupt countries, with such selloffs being facilitated by politically connected 

middlemen. The spoils from these sales are shared amongst the political elite, who also approve 

these deals.  

 

There is scant investment in human development. The only jobs available are in the informal 

sector, for which no formal skills are required. Going to school thus serves no purpose anymore. 

Those who go to school and local universities are no better off than the unskilled labourers in 

the informal sector, for they cannot find jobs locally, and their education is worth nothing 

abroad.  

 

Hundreds of thousands flee to neighbouring countries in the hope of finding any low-end job as 

such jobs remain better than those from the barren job-market in Namibia. Informal settlements 

fill the landscape in all Namibian towns, and the politically connected elite violently protect the 

agricultural land and decent houses that they have acquired through land reform and 

expropriation programmes that were marred by corruption.   

 

The cost of doing business has become extremely expensive and cumbersome due to corruption 

and incompetent political appointees in government. As a result, the price of utilities and basic 

goods continue to rise, causing hyperinflation that leaves the country’s currency worthless.  

 

The black market takes over the trade in foreign currency, as new extreme protectionist policies 

are incorporated almost monthly. People are continuously reminded that these protectionist 

policies are necessary to grow the local economy. The police suppress the citizens upon 

command. The police themselves have no alternative job opportunities.  
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The little public healthcare that is left is sponsored by benevolent international agencies. 

Government debt has become unserviceable due to an ever-increasing debt burden, and ever-

decreasing tax revenue. The only possibility of obtaining additional income is through debt. Such 

debt is only available from countries desiring to obtain public assets and natural resources. 

Namibia is for sale to the highest, and most corrupt, bidder.       

 

Globally, Namibia ranks among the 10 most failed and fragile states. Namibia has no credibility 

left on the world stage, and credit rating agencies have downgraded Namibia to the worst 

possible rating. The government denies this status and blames “external forces” and “foreign 

powers” of having hidden agendas. Taken together, Namibia has reached a dead end and the 

government blames sanctions, which were imposed when the rule of law was abandoned and 

human rights violations became rife. 

 

The full Research Report is available upon request. 

 

7. Results of EPRA Survey on the Sustainability of the Private Sector, 2020 

 

The results of a survey run by EPRA by the end of 2020 follow. The survey was conducted 

amongst 559 business entities.  The response rate was just above 40%.  Approximately 20% of 

respondents were SMEs. Approximately 30% of respondents create annual revenue of N$10 

million or more.  

 

The results are provided for the purpose of providing better insight in the realities experienced 

by private sector, and to contextualise the summary about the earlier discussed future 

scenarios. 

  

The results of the said mentioned survey follow. 

 

49.8% of businesses reported that they had to downsize since the beginning of 2020.  
 
Of those businesses who had to downsize, 77% reported that they experienced difficulty even 
before the appearance of Covid.  
 
Questioned on whether Namibia’s policy environment, referring to existing and proposed laws 
and policies, is conducive for private sector economic growth, 23.8% reported that the policy 
environment is somewhat unconducive and 64.3% reported that the policy environment is 
extremely unconducive.  
 
Asked about the prospect of current businesses still surviving for another ten years given the 
current policy environment, only 1.9% of businesses stated that they are extremely positive.  
31.4% stated that they will probably survive.  
32.9% stated that they will probably not survive.  
30.5% stated that the prospect of their survival for another 10 years is extremely negative.   
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Asked about unemployment rates in Namibia over the next five years, 63% stated that 
unemployment will increase substantially, and 28.4% stated unemployment will increase 
somewhat.  
 
On the question: “Do you believe that government understands what is required to grow the 
private sector?”, 92.4% answered “NO”.  
 
On the question: “Do you believe that it is an honest objective of government to grow private 
sector?”  83.8% stated “NO”.  
 
48% of respondents believe they have no influence over government policy, while 5% believe 
they can influence policy directly and 41% believe they belong to some association which can 
influence government policy.  In a similar survey conducted in April 2019, 82% of businesses 
reported that they do not belong to NCCI, and only 7% stated that they trust NCCI to adequately 
and effectively represent the interests of the Namibian business community. 
 
64.8% think government interference in the free market economy as “high”, and 19.5% regard 
government’s interference in the free market economy as “extremely high”.   
 
42% of respondents think the registration, taxations and regulatory requirements when doing 
business as “somewhat onerous”, while 39% regard such requirements as “extremely 
onerous”. 
 
75% of respondents think tax revenue as being “mostly wasted” by government, while 22% 
regard Namibia’s tax revenue as “somewhat wasted”.   
 
56% of respondents find it “difficult” to obtain appropriately skilled employees, while 30% find 
it “extremely difficult” to obtain appropriate skills.  
 
45% of respondents think the standard of education in public schools as “poor”, while 40% think 
the standards in public schools as “extremely poor”.  
 
 

8. Conclusion  

 

NEEEB contains so many unconstitutional provisions and systemic flaws that it cannot be cured. 

Even if all unconstitutional provisions are removed, it will effectively contain no substance or 

functionality.  

 

For reasons explained, NEEEB cannot achieve empowerment. There is no mechanism to ensure 

that poor people will benefit. Its logical consequence (irrespective of its stated noble intentions) 

will lead to reduced economic freedom, abolishment of the principles of the rule of law, 

abolishment of the protection of property rights and coerced redistribution of wealth, which will 

destroy our constitutionally guaranteed mixed market economy. The mechanisms put in place 

to enforce NEEEB are open for abuse and further enrichment of an already wealthy, political and 

business connected elite of the population who will qualify as empowerment beneficiaries 

without a sunset clause. It only serves to promote rent-seeking. 
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The policy breaches Namibia’s international treaties. It will create further distrust and 

uncertainty in the Namibian economy. Like the proposed original versions of NEEEB during 2016, 

it will cause further, substantial economic decline. It will cause further capital outflows. It will 

cause further business closures and it will cause further job losses. 

 

Inequality is a complex and systemic challenge, with various contributors. This challenge can 

only be tackled through coordinated efforts between government and private sector to increase 

Namibia’s’ drive to improve human development. Inequality cannot be addressed by linear 

approaches which reduce access or exclude some groups from participation in the economy.  

Excluding any group will be to the detriment of investment and employment creation. It will also 

be detrimental to those most in need of upliftment and who have not yet shared in 

‘empowerment’ since 1990, for they will suffer the brunt of the consequences of further 

economic decline.  

The mere unequal treatment envisaged in NEEEB is a gross negation of the rule of law, without 

which the economy will substantially contract further. 

Inequality should be addressed by a holistic approach that recognises the intrinsic complexity of 

obstructions to development that include increasing employment for all who are willing to work. 

The powerless should be empowered to participate in decision making. Quality education 

should be provided to all who want to increase their competencies4. Our public educational 

outcomes are poor, and probably one, if not the biggest, contributor to inequality today. 

Affordable, serviced land should be provided to address the urban housing backlog. Healthcare 

must be drastically improved. All should be given hope for a better future by means of 

inspirational, moral and transformational leaders that is worthy of respect and trust. This can 

only be achieved through inclusive and progressive policies, instead of regressive policies proven 

to destroy investment, and the economy – and through that, reduction in government revenue 

meant for education, healthcare, service delivery and the social safety net.  

NEEEB increases uncertainty for domestic and foreign investors as all standards and charters 

remain open-ended and can be changed at any time in future, while bypassing the legislative 

process.  Unfortunately, our lawmakers have not heeded any advice from the private sector and 

the international community since the original introduction of NEEEB in 2016, as the latest 

version proves in all aspects to be more draconian and more unconstitutional than previous 

iterations.  

This report may again be ignored, and it is then appropriate to conclude with the words of 

Advocate Chuma Nwkolo, “Tell them we have tried”.5 

 
4 Finland’s educational system of public schools with no private schools is a best-case example. 

 
5 Nwkolo, C. 2018. The Bribe Code. Lagos. Author of 7 books about African literature and Chairman of Project Consortium 

Africana.  
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